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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Context of the Report
This Conservation Management Strategy (CMS) for First Fleet Park, The Rocks, has been prepared
by Godden Mackay Logan for the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (‘the Foreshore Authority’).
It has been structured to fit within the framework of The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (adopted
February 2002). It conforms to the current guidelines of the Heritage Council of NSW and has been
prepared to a standard suitable for adoption by the Foreshore Authority.

1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this Conservation Management Strategy is to provide guidelines for the
conservation, management and interpretation of First Fleet Park (and environs), The Rocks, to
ensure that the heritage values of the place are maintained and, where possible, enhanced.

1.3 Site Identification
The site is located on the eastern side of George Street adjacent to Circular Quay West (see
Figures 1.1 and 1.2). First Fleet Park is indicated as Area 1. A remote sensing survey investigation
was undertaken in association with this project and that survey included First Fleet Park as well as
the MCA Precinct to the north (Area 2).

1.4 Listings
1.4.1 Statutory Listings
First Fleet Park is listed on the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Heritage Register under
Section 170 of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) (listing No. 4500324).

1.4.2 Non-Statutory Listings
First Fleet Park is listed as ‘Cahill Expressway Space, George St, The Rocks’ on the Register of the
National Estate (RNE) (place ID No. 2119).
First Fleet Park is also recognised as a component feature of The Rocks Conservation Area on the
RNE (listing No. 2255, registered 21 October 1980).
Areas of archaeological potential and known relics in The Rocks and Millers Point are identified in
the Edward Higginbotham & Associates Pty Ltd 1991: The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological
Management Plan, prepared for Department of Planning NSW and the Sydney Cove Authority,
pursuant to s.144 of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW).
The site is also recognised by the National Trust of Australia as part of The Rocks Conservation
Area.

1.5 Site Description
First Fleet Park is an approximately two hectare area bound by George Street to its west, Cahill
Expressway to the south, Circular Quay promenade along its eastern alignment, and the MCA
building’s southern façade alignment to its north.
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1.6 Methodology and Structure
This Conservation Management Strategy has been prepared in accordance with guidelines outlined
in The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance 1999 (the
Burra Charter); the NSW Heritage Office’s (now the Heritage Branch, NSW Department of
Planning) Guidelines on Conservation Management Documents, and James Semple Kerr's The
Conservation Plan (sixth edition), 2004.
Whilst this CMS is a newly commissioned project, it does draw extensively on the historical
background and findings from the Sydney Cove Waterfront Strategy, a report prepared for NSW
Department of Public Works and Service, Godden Mackay Logan 1998, as well as archival
documents and records of the Foreshore Authority.
The Burra Charter defines processes and principles for the conservation of an item. The NSW Heritage
Manual explains and promotes the standardisation of heritage investigation, assessment and
management practices in NSW. The key methodology of both documents is to identify the nature of any
heritage significance as a basis for making decisions which will affect the future of the place. The
Conservation Management Strategy provides guidance on substance, structure and methodology for the
writing of effective, site-specific conservation plans.

The initial sections of the CMS provide an analysis of the site and buildings based on documentary
and physical evidence. This analysis includes a historical summary—developing an understanding
of the history of the site and place—together with a descriptive analysis of landscape features. A
grading of significant elements and spaces has been provided to identify their differing levels of
contribution to the significance of First Fleet Park.
The following sections address various management issues and the roles and objectives of the
relevant heritage authorities. They provide the framework for formulating the conservation policies
and implementation guidelines.

1.7 Documentary and Photographic Sources
Research material (historical photographs, plans and documents) used in compiling the CMS was
provided primarily by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority. The State Library of New South
Wales’s Manuscripts, Oral History and Pictures Catalogue’ was also consulted. Current photos of
First Fleet Park were taken by Erin Finnegan, GML in June and July 2009.

1.8 Terminology
The terminology used in this report, where referring to conservation processes and practices,
follows the definitions as presented in the Burra Charter. Article 1 of the Burra Charter gives the
following definitions:
•

Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or other
works, and may include components, contents, spaces and views.

•

Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past,
present or future generations. Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric,
setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects. Places may
have a range of values for different individuals or groups.

2
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•

Fabric means all the physical material of the place including components, fixtures, contents,
and objects.

•

Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its cultural
significance.

•

Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a place, and is
to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction.

•

Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding
deterioration.

•

Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by removing
accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction of new material.

•

Reconstruction means returning the place to a known earlier state and is distinguished from
restoration by the introduction of new material into the fabric.

•

Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use.

•

Use means the functions of a place, as well as the activities and practices that may occur at
the place.

•

Compatible use means a use which respects the cultural significance of a place. Such a use
involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance.

•

Curtilage is defined as the area of land surrounding an item that is required to retain its
heritage significance. The nature and extent of the curtilage will vary and can include, but is
not limited to, lot boundaries and visual catchments.

•

Setting means the area around a place, which may include the visual catchment.

•

Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural significance of another place.

1.9 Limitations
This CMS deals only with historical (non-Aboriginal) cultural heritage. Therefore, it does not include
any identification or assessment of Aboriginal significance of the place, and has not sought to
identify or assess the significance of the place to local Aboriginal communities.

1.10 Authorship
This CMS was prepared by Erin Finnegan, Consultant and Archaeologist, of Godden Mackay
Logan. It has been reviewed by Geoff Ashley, Senior Associate.
Godden Mackay Logan would like to acknowledge the assistance of Zoran Popovic, Wayne
Johnson and Monique Galloway of Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority in the preparation of this
report.

1.11 Endnotes
1

Australia ICOMOS 1999, The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, Burwood, Vic, p 2.
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Figure 1.1 Location map showing subject site within The Rocks, indicated with red arrow. (Source: SHFA 2009)
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Figure 1.2 Contextual plan showing First Fleet Park. (Source: Base plan—Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 2009)
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2.0 Documentary Evidence
2.1 Thematic History
This history has been approached thematically as such a framework offers multiple storylines for
the place to assist in understanding all of its cultural values. This method of approach can provide
contextual patterns and associations, especially in relation to human activities in the environment,
which would not be immediately obvious were a strictly descriptive or chronological approach taken.
The NSW Heritage Office (now the Heritage Branch, NSW Department of Planning) has developed
a thematic framework for use in heritage assessment and management. The thematic framework
identifies 38 themes.1 The organising principal for this thematic framework is described as follows:
The historical development of an area or item can be understood as occurring in a thematic way. A physical
illustration of this can be seen when we think about a landscape or building or arrangement of artefacts as a
series of layers, each one representing a progressively earlier or later theme, or historical influence. Thinking
about a place in terms of themes can help us understand its significance.2
The State Historical Themes of ‘Aboriginal Contact’, ‘Convict’, ‘Land Tenure’, ‘Environment’,
‘Townships’, ‘Transport’, ‘Communication’, ‘Commerce’, ‘Government and Administration’, ‘Leisure’,
‘Health’ and ‘Events’, were analysed in this history to guide research questions, interpret the history
and structure the narrative of First Fleet Park’s development within the context of the development
of The Rocks. The ability of the place to reflect each theme is discussed Section 4.2.8, ‘Ability to
Represent Historic Themes’.

2.2 Early Development of The Rocks
2.2.1 Indigenous Sydney—The Cadigal
The Aboriginal people who occupied the coastal zones of Sydney were named the ‘Eora’, or
‘coastal Darug’. The Cadigal was a clan or subgroup in The Rocks area. To the Cadigal people
this rocky peninsula was ‘Tarra’, the cove to its east of Sydney Harbour, ‘Warrang’. The subject
area and its immediate vicinity were known as ‘Tallawollodah’. The ruggedness of the area and its
outcrops of rock gave The Rocks its name. Archaeological investigations of the Lilyvale site in 1989
uncovered evidence of an Aboriginal campfire. Among the ashes were found the bones of bream,
schnappers, oysters and other seafood.3

2.2.2 Founding a Convict Settlement/Penal Colony
Governor Arthur Phillip established a penal settlement in the western side of Sydney Cove within
Port Jackson in January 1788 in the area to become known as The Rocks. This settlement
comprised some 1350 convicts, sailors and military personnel who arrived in the eleven ships of the
First Fleet. The upper ridges of The Rocks were soon settled by convicts who erected rough bark
huts and wattle-and-daub houses to live in on land initially without title or official grant or lease.
These ridges were known as ‘the lines’, from the lines of tents and huts that sheltered the new
arrivals.4
Along the present George Street the colonial government built a hospital, dockyard and
marketplace, while at the northern end of The Rocks was established an observatory and, in 1791,
a fort (Dawes Point Battery). As the settlement grew with the arrival of more convicts and settlers,
the rough convict huts and tents gave way to modest houses and a few substantial mansions.5
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With the expansion of the colony in the 1790s, the concentration of its occupants in The Rocks
thinned out. Remaining settlers in this area consolidated larger areas around them. The
government instituted a system to formalise land occupancy in 1809, wherein new arrivals to the
area registered the land they occupied and paid a fee to the Colonial Secretary. At the same time
(1810) the alignments of the laneways and tracks established by the colonialists were formalised
and given names that most still bear today.

2.2.3 The Port Town
Along the waterfront the settlers established wharves and warehouses alongside government
facilities. This in turn attracted the merchants who built their shops, stores and houses along
George and Argyle streets. During the 1800s the upper ridge of The Rocks continued to be the
focus of residential development, housing the convicts, emancipists, free immigrants and seamen
usually employed around the waterfront and providing associated services for the residents.
By the end of the nineteenth century The Rocks had become the most densely populated locale in
Australia and gained a reputation for vice and corruption. It was later described as a slum.6 This
view was reinforced in the public consciousness by the outbreak of bubonic plague in 1900. The
government responded to this crisis by resuming the whole of the peninsula and demolishing the
oldest and most decrepit buildings, considered uninhabitable.

2.2.4 The Rocks Post-Plague
Successive government agencies struggled with the management of The Rocks in the wake of the
1900 resumptions. Work on the redevelopment of the area continued prior to the outbreak of the
First World War in 1914, with many buildings demolished to make way for the realignment of streets
and the construction of new workers’ terrace housing and flat buildings, such as in Gloucester
Street near Essex Street. Construction for the Sydney Harbour Bridge from 1925 to 1928
necessitated the demolition of over one hundred houses in the upper reaches of The Rocks.
Redevelopment stagnated during the middle of the twentieth century with various proposals before
the state government. In 1956 the area was suspended from the County of Cumberland Planning
Provisions when proposals were drawn up for its wholesale redevelopment in the 1960s and 1970s
for commercial and high-rise residential buildings. Opposition to these plans from residents actions
groups and union green bans by the Builders Labourers Federation forced the Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) to modify its plans. Since the 1980s the focus of planning in The
Rocks has been on encouraging tourism, interpreting the place’s history as the cradle of settlement
in Australia, and supporting and encouraging a continuing residential community.

2.3 Early Development of Sydney Cove’s Foreshore
In 1788 the First Fleet disembarked somewhere near the present-day study site. Early sketches
and journals indicate that a continuous ridge of Hawkesbury Sandstone ran the length of what is
now George Street North, and a fresh water stream (soon to be known as the Tank Stream) ran
parallel and emptied into the head of the cove. The Tank Stream, named after the water tanks cut
into the banks of the stream in 1789 to serve as reservoirs, was one of the major factors influencing
Governor Phillip in his decision to settle within the study area in 1788. At this point of entry, alluvial
deposits were laid down, forming an area of mudflats and marshes that early surveys suggest
extended to the present location of the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA). The foreshore on the
western side of the cove was interspersed with small sandy beaches and rocky areas. The tidal
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aspect of this area of the harbour ensured that construction of wharf facilities was initially
concentrated along the western edge of the cove.
From the start of settlement the western side of Sydney Cove had an administrative and
commercial nature. The hospital was constructed in 1788 and a crude wharf comprised of a timber
frame with rubble infill, known as the ‘hospital wharf’ due to its location opposite the hospital, was
erected not long after. The hospital wharf was the first public wharf in the new colony and was the
step-off place for the convicts of the Third Fleet in 1791. It also served as a platform where up-river
traders or visiting ships could unload their goods for sale.
Land was granted and leased along the edge of the Tank Stream down to the head of the cove from
1805 and the down slope allotments extended to and included the estuarine soils. Many of the
grants situated towards the hospital wharf (numbers 72, 73 and 74 owned by Thomas Jameson,
Isaac Nichols and Daniel McKay, respectively, will be discussed in further detail in Section 2.4, ‘Site
Formation History of First Fleet Park’) included part of the mudflats with a condition that the land
was to be developed—thus the first sanctioned program of land reclamation in the cove was
initiated. By 1807 it was noted that, through the combination of reclamation and the silting-up of the
Tank Stream, the extent of navigable water had receded by 250 metres. Foreshore development
was soon restricted to a narrow channel running between walls and embankments on either side.
The Commissariat Stores were erected to a design by Lieutenant-Colonel Joseph Foveaux from
1809 to 1812, although Governor Macquarie took credit for this. The eastern building was built in
1809 and the west building in 1812. The eastern building was a shallow U-shaped, four-storey
sandstone building, its two short wings projecting to the east, making it easily one of the largest
buildings constructed in the colony prior to 1810. Its purpose to supply and store government
supplies for the colony made it of particular importance in the first few decades of the settlement.
High windows and the presence of a military guard were in place to guard access to the nearby
wharf.7 Its main frontage was to the water and it had an associated sandstone quay, steps and a
seawall (Figure 2.1).
By the end of 1812, the hospital wharf had been upgraded and stone steps were built to allow ease
of access to the wharf from the market place in George Street. The wharf was renamed ‘the Kings
Wharf’ by Governor Macquarie in 1813 and again in 1837 as ‘Queens Wharf’ to celebrate the
accession of Queen Victoria.
In 1822 Commissioner Bigge, who had been sent to Sydney to report on the state of the colony,
was told by several residents of the town of the desirability of building a quay across the mouth of
the Tank Stream, where the mud and sand which was brought down by the stream were washed by
the tide at high water. In July 1833 a committee was appointed to examine the practicability,
advantages and expense of constructing a wharfage at the head of the cove.
The increased need for easily accessible wharf space was dramatically exposed four months later.
In the afternoon of Saturday 30November, the brig Ann Jamieson, while unloading a cargo of
gunpowder and bar iron at the Queens Wharf, ignited and exploded. The brig was burnt to the
water and sank into the mud. For eight years following the accident the Queens Wharf was
obstructed by the wreck. In 1837, under the supervision of colonial engineer Captain George
Barney, the remodelling of the head of Sydney Cove began in earnest. Between the years 1837
and 1847 convicts worked on building a large stone seawall and reclaiming approximately ten acres
of mudflats.8 The completed project, one of the largest foreshore reclamation works in the
nineteenth century, was given the name Circular Quay and raised the whole area by approximately
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two feet (600mm) to overcome the extremes of the tide. The work included the covering of the
Tank Stream and its adaptation to a drain and sewer.
With the discovery of gold and a boom in the wool trade in the mid nineteenth century, an everincreasing number of ships visited the harbour. However, the depth of mud which had silted up
since the construction of the seawall in the 1840s meant that the ships would often be moored up to
23 metres from the shore. Heavy ramps and gangplanks connected them to the shore, but the
weight of the connections caused even the largest of the vessels to list. The program included the
extension of the stone seawall and the erection of a timber wharf around the cove to Campbell’s
Wharf.9 The development of ‘Circular Quay’ occurred in two phases of construction—the first phase
from 1837 to 1849, and the second c1846 to 1857.The wharf’s completion allowed for the extension
of the north–south running city streets, like Pitt Street, to the water’s edge (Figures 2.2 and 2.3).
Expansion of trade and a need to be close to the developing rail links from the 1870s saw the
shipping trade begin to move away from Circular Quay and relocate to Darling Harbour. In 1861 a
horse-drawn tram service was installed to link the quay to Redfern Railway Station and in 1879 the
construction of the first ferry jetty opposite Customs House at Circular Quay signalled a change in
usage that would characterise the southern end of the cove from that period onwards.
From the 1880s onwards, commercial shipping was slowly pushed back from the southern end of
the cove down both the east and west sides. Warehouses continued to serve the traders, however
passenger shipping lines like P&O and others began to acquire berths in the cove for their vessels
from the mid 1880s. By 1890, up to five million passengers were passing through Circular Quay per
year, necessitating a major upgrade of wharf facilities.10
In 1900, the bubonic plague arrived in Sydney. Its arrival heralded a new era for the Circular Quay
and Rocks areas. The government of NSW resumed these areas in 1900 in response to public
opinion concerning the perceived unhealthy nature of the area and as a deft political move to gain
control over some of the most valuable and important real estate in the city.11 The Sydney Harbour
Trust was created to administer the area. As part of the resumption, many of the older derelict
buildings were demolished and the ferry wharves remodelled. Part of the demolition process
included the remodelling of the Queens Wharf area. Many of the buildings had been demolished
between 1889 and 1892 and tram lines were laid in 1901. Queens Wharf was widened and
renamed Barton Street (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.1 Sydney Cove West, c1870, showing the
Commissariat Stores and other buildings on the corner of George
Street and Queens Wharf, detail. Attributed to Charles Pickering
(Source: State Library of NSW. Ref SPF/778)

Figure 2.2 Queens Wharf, 1871. Note Commissariat Stores in
the middle ground and the Oriental Hotel in the foreground.
(Source: State Library of NSW. Ref SPF/781)

Figure 2.3 View of Sydney Cove facing east, c1875–1878.
Queens Wharf and Commissariat Stores. (Source: State Library
of NSW. Ref: SPF/761)

Figure 2.4 Circular Quay 1892, depicting major demolition along
George Street and the site of First Fleet Park. (Source: Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority. Ref. CQ 22)
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2.4 Site Formation History of First Fleet Park
2.4.1 Foreshore Development at Hospital Wharf
The original hospital wharf (1789) was the step-off place for the convicts of the Third Fleet in 1791
and also served as a platform where coastal and river traders and other visiting ships could unload
their goods for sale. Under general orders from Governor King in September and December 1800,
all liquors were to be unloaded at the hospital wharf and no goods were to be landed before six in
the morning or after three in the afternoon.12 Storeholders and traders would sell their goods in the
marketplace located in George Street, in what is now First Fleet Park. The market was relocated in
1811 by Governor Macquarie to the present site of the Queen Victoria Markets.13 Concurrently,
conditions of land allotments along Sydney Cove encouraged owners towards early land
reclamation and development. Isaac Nichols and Mary Reiby were among the first to construct
substantial buildings—both residential and commercial—on the Sydney Cove West foreshore
allotments.
Isaac Nichols had been transported for theft and served a sentence of seven years, after which he
became assistant to the Naval Officer, publican, trader, and later postmaster. Nichols built a gabled
roof cottage with whitewashed walls and a skillion addition next to the hospital wharf between 1798
and 1800 and depicted in many contemporary drawings of Sydney Cove west (Figure 2.5). He built
a larger residence in 1808 from which he ran Australia’s first post office, and a substantial T-shaped
three-storey complex which dwarfed its neighbours until the completion of the larger Commissariat
building to the northern side of the hospital wharf in 1809 (Figure 2.6).
Mary Reiby, also a prominent figure in Sydney’s early trading scene, built a residence adjacent to
that of Nichols in 1811 which, from the outside, was almost identical. The house was first occupied
by Michael Hayes and his family. Hayes had been transported to NSW in 1800 for his part in the
rebellion in Ireland in 1798. By 1812 he had established himself as a successful small trader in the
colony.14
After the 1830s and 1840s land reclamations, development of the Sydney Cove foreshore
intensified. The substantive buildings along George Street are depicted in such primary documents
as Carmichael’s 1829 etching, Stanley’s 1848 watercolour, and Fowles’s 1848 engravings (Figures
2.7 to 2.9). Fowles’s streetscape diagram, in particular, is a primary point of reference for a
chronological study of the area commissioned by the Foreshore Authority in 2000. This site history
provides detailed maps and plans showing the evolution of the site of First Fleet Park, which
informed the schematic drawings in Figures 2.28-2.33.
Both Nichols’s and Reiby’s houses had a succession of different occupants, merchants and traders
throughout the nineteenth century. George Panton purchased Nichols’s house after his death in
1819 and operated the Australian Hotel here from 1824. The building was later refurbished as the
‘Liverpool Hotel’. A bricklayer and boarding house operator set up shop during the 1860s, followed
by the Chinese merchants Yee Sang Loong during the 1880s. Reiby’s house saw the turnover of
various ship chandlers and merchants over the same period (Figures 2.10 and 2.11). It is unclear
whether Nichols’s large warehouse at the water’s edge was demolished or remodelled, but the site
was redeveloped and the building that would house the Oriental Hotel was erected adjacent to
Queens Wharf some time between 1843 and 1855 (Figure 2.12).
The original alignment of George Street angled towards Queens Wharf and formed a triangular
public space at this junction. A wall and steps ran on a north–south alignment and acted as a
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terrace demarcating the level of the George Street thoroughfare and the down slope to Queens
Wharf, as shown in Stanley’s watercolour (Figure 2 8). Meehan’s 1807 map clearly marks this
triangular space as ‘Marketplace’. These early plans and maps have informed the schematic
diagrams of the evolution of First Fleet Park (Figures 2.28–2.34).
The site of First Fleet Park was Sydney’s first marketplace, meeting place, and hub of seatransport, communication and commerce. It was here that cargo was first offloaded from anchored
ships, where passengers and sailors disembarked for the first time bringing with them recent news
of ‘home’, where the post arrived and was sorted at Nichols’s post office and where the scurry of
initial trade was generated. One can imagine the bustle and energy of this precinct, barely done
justice to in the etchings and watercolours of the time—a lively open area where horse-drawn carts
and stock animals vied for space; teetering crates of provisions formed roadblocks; stalls of local
fare and produce were erected; crowds of tradesmen, artisans and convicts mingled, and children
were at play (or labour)—all creating a pulsing heart of the colony for the first several decades of
settlement.

Figure 2.5 Isaac Nichols’s first residence and modest warehouse. It is likely that this was a conjectural drawing. It is attributed to GW
Evans c1804. (Source: McCormick Tim (ed) 1987: First Views of Australia 1788–1825, David Ell Press Longueville Publications,
Sydney)

Figure 2.6 ‘View of Sydney from the East Side of the Cove No. 2’, c1808. Note that Isaac Nichols’s original house is depicted, with his
new residence and warehouse adjacent. Work on the Commissariat Stores has not yet begun. (Source: McCormick Tim (ed) 1987:
First Views of Australia 1788–1825, David Ell Press Longueville Publications, Sydney. Originally published in DD Mann, Present Picture
of New South Wales, London, 1811)
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Figure 2.7 ‘George Street from the Wharf’, J Carmichael, 1829.
The edge of the Commissariat Stores is on the left of the sketch
with the identical two-storey residences built by Nichols and Reiby
in the centre. (Source: State Library of NSW. Ref: DL Q82/19)

Figure 2.8 George Street North, 1847, by Owen Stanley. Note
steps from level of George Street to the area in front of the
buildings. (Source: State Library NSW. Ref: PXC 281A f.1)

Figure 2.9 Joseph Fowles’s Sydney in1848, engraving detail - lower George Street. The first two buildings from Queens Wharf,
Buildings 1 and 2, differ greatly from the Carmichael sketch, which shows a duplex or similarly constructed buildings. ‘Building 3’ is
noted as ‘the Australian Hotel’—Isaac Nichols’s building, and Mary Reiby’s building is adjacent. Stanley probably took artistic licence
and omitted buildings 1 and 2 from his drawing, and started with Nichols’s building which presented a grander streetscape. (Source:
State Library of NSW. Ref: GPO 1 - St15966A)
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Figure 2.10 Isaac Nichols’s house, occupant Yeesang Loong
merchants c1885. (Source: State Library of NSW. Ref:
SPF/288)

Figure 2.11 Mary Reiby’s house, adjacent to that of Isaac
Nichols, c1870. (Source: State Library of NSW. Ref: GPO 1 06962)

2.4.2 Late Nineteenth-century Redevelopment of Queens Wharf
The George Street streetscape changed very little until the late 1880s when the buildings along the
east side were demolished and extensive road widening activities occurred.15 The site of First Fleet
Park was cleared, and the Metropolitan Fire Brigade No. 3 fire station was built on part of the site.
The roughly triangular portion of land at the junction of Queens Wharf and George Street was
resumed in 1890 under the Circular Quay Land Act for ‘wharfage and other public purposes’.16. The
wharf was renamed ‘Barton Street’ and wharf activities were relocated to Darling Harbour.
The Sydney Harbour Trust Commission was established by the Sydney Harbour Trust Act 1901.
An administrative headquarters was required for the statutory body which was erected at Pitt and
Barton Streets, over the site of the old Oriental Hotel, by 1904. This portion of land and much of the
surrounding area was resumed in 1901 by the NSW Government and vested in the Sydney Harbour
Trust, later named the Maritime Services Board (MSB) in 1937 (Figures 2.12 to 2.14).

2.4.3 Twentieth-century Foreshore Redevelopment
As noted above, a series of outbreaks of the bubonic plague occurred between 1900 and 1911,
galvanising the government to resume the Rocks, Observatory Hill and Millers Point residential
areas under the Land for Public Purposes Acquisitions Act. As part of the resumption, many of the
older derelict buildings were demolished and the ferry wharves remodelled, including the Queens
Wharf area which was widened and had tram lines laid. These redevelopment schemes also
dovetailed with advances in technologies such as the automobile and heralded a shift in urban
planning philosophies and attitudes (Figure 2.15).
A Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney and its Suburbs was appointed in
1908, which foreshadowed the inauguration of the Town Planning Association of New South Wales
in 1913. John Sulman, the pre-eminent Australian architect, stated at the ceremony that Sydney
required a ‘preconceived plan’ and that ‘intense industrialism of the time demanded town planning.’
Sulman continued to stress at various conferences that effort was required on the part of state and
civic authorities and independent planners to address the inadequacies of the city of Sydney—
where transit problems were ‘acute’ and harbour foreshores needed to be protected and more
parks, playgrounds and trees provided’.17
Large-scale upgrading schemes set forth during this period reflected contemporary attitudes in
urban design, which included wide avenues and places, monuments and grand buildings and
parkland. None of these large-scale developments were carried out as a result of the scarcity of
resources during the First World War and postwar depression years.18
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Figure 2.12 Facing south along Pitt Street at Queens Wharf, 1882, showing the area which currently comprises First Fleet Park prior
to demolition of the buildings to make way for the Sydney Harbour Trust building and the fire station. Buckham’s Oriental Hotel is in the
foreground. (Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority – Cubis Collection)

Figure 2.13 Old Sydney Harbour Trust building and fire station at Queens Wharf/Barton Street. Steam launch of Lady Hopetoun,
1904. (Source: State Records NSW)
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Figure 2.14 The early twentieth century character of Circular Quay west 1926, drawing by Sidney Long. (Source: SHFA National
Gallery of Australia. Ref: NG 103108)

Figure 2.15. Facing south on George Street, in front of the MSB building site. Fire station (tower) prominent in background, 1956.
(Source: SHFA – Harry Lapham photos, c1955)
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2.4.4 Establishment of the Maritime Service Board Precinct
During the First World War post-depression era, traffic congestion and inadequate provision of
roads became a growing concern. Town planning by-laws were introduced, and a ‘City Planning
and Improvement Committee’ was adopted by the City Council in 1936. Various committees were
appointed for different Sydney precincts, such as Macquarie Street and Circular Quay.19
In the same year, the Sydney Harbour Trust was dissolved and the MSB was established. The
Circular Quay Replanning Committee recommended that the new offices for the MSB be located at
Circular Quay west, and envisaged a parkland setting for the new precinct.20 The MSB building was
part of the state government's vision from the 1920s for the redevelopment of the quay in
conjunction with the construction of the new city railway—an elevated structure that became the
Circular Quay Railway and the Cahill Expressway. However, the planning committee failed to
mention that these proposals would require the demolition of the Commissariat Stores and the
Taxation Building at its rear.21 The Commissariat Stores, which had overlooked the harbour since
1809, was demolished in 1939. Its demolition represents one of the first times when the destruction
of a significant heritage building was seriously questioned in Sydney. and was the motivation for the
establishment of the National Trust.22 The site was left vacant until construction began after World
War II in 1947, the delay being caused by World War II and the postwar material shortages (Figures
2.16 and 2.17).
The 1950s ushered in an intensive phase of foreshore redevelopment. Other landmark buildings
dating to the turn of the twentieth century, such as the Metropolitan Fire Station and Sydney
Harbour Trust building, were also demolished between 1953 and 1956.23 Barton Street also
disappeared as the open space adjacent to the MSB headquarters was first landscaped around
1952 for the ‘Maritime Reserve’ (Figures 2.18 to 2.22). This park was the first manifestation of First
Fleet Park as currently known. It has been a popular location since its development, with major
festivities such as Australia Day taking place here (Figure 2.27).

2.4.5 Bicentennial Redevelopment: First Fleet Park
Whilst various phases of landscaping occurred at the Maritime Reserve, First Fleet Park was
redesigned (and officially named) in 1986 for the bicentennial celebrations. In 1985 the NSW
Government embarked upon a comprehensive landscaping program of the Maritime Reserve. The
parkland surrounds of the MSB building were expanded through the closure of part of Circular Quay
WestLower Pitt Street for the construction of a waterfront promenade.24
Lasiandras, jacarandas, gymea lilies were planted and the arboreal character of the park was
established at this time through the introduction of mature cabbage palms in the circular grove. The
greening and extension of the park has promoted its evolution to a well-loved people-watching spot.
It is at the centre of major busking sites, with Aboriginal didgeridoo players, magicians and guitarstrumming crooners performing along the promenade. A rotation of banners, marquees and stalls
for various festivals and events occurs on a regular basis.
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Figure 2.16 Site of new Maritime Services Board building,
c1940. (Source: State Library of NSW. Ref: GPO 1 - 19584)

Figure 2.17 Site of demolished Commissariat Stores c1940.
(Source State Library of NSW)

Figure 2.18 Construction of MSB building. (Source: State
RecordsLibrary of NSW)

Figure 2.19 Construction of park adjacent to MSB building and
esplanade, 1963. (Source: State Library of NSW. Ref: GPO 1 20862)

Figure 2.20 Circular Quay west 1963. (Source: State Library of
NSW. Ref: GPO 1 - 20854)

Figure 2.21 MSB building and Maritime Reserve (First Fleet
Park) c1960. (Source: City of Sydney Archives. Ref: 030950)
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Figure 2.22 Maritime Reserve, c1960. (Source: City of Sydney
Archives. Ref: 030949)

Figure 2.3 Original signage and flagpole of the park, view taken
from sidewalk along Circular Quay West. Undated, but likely to
have been early 1980s. (Source: SHFA)

Figure 2.24 Layout of paths in the park. (Source: SHFA)

Figure 2.25 View from Circular Quay west, 1975. (Source:
SHFA)

Figure 2.26 Secondary sandstone staircase c1970. Staircase
was covered over when the park was extended in the 1980s.
The ‘tops’ remain above ground and are access points to the
sewer works (Source: SHFA)

Figure 2.27 Australia Day celebrations 1975. Note absence of
wall and garden bed features beneath the Cahill overpass.
(Source: SHFA)
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2.5 Analysis of History in Context
The site of First Fleet Park is in the general location where the original group of colonialists landed
in 1788 to establish a European outpost on this very foreign antipodean continent. A fresh water
source was the determining factor for site selection of the new settlement. The original layout of
allotments along the western edge of the Tank Stream formed the street frontage of George Street
but was also an incentive on the part of the administration towards early land reclamation—that is,
you could have a ‘main street’ position if you also utilised the less desirable parts of the property
(the mudflats).
The jetty, wharves and early alignment of George Street created a triangular configuration of public
space that became a centre of early commerce and communication. This space was incorporated
into the later planned park reserve for the MSB building in the mid-twentieth century. The parklands
became an important part of the setting of the MSB building, and also provided a linkage with the
historical social setting as a continuing space for public engagement.
The conceptualisation of urban open spaces for public recreation and leisure was tied to new social
mores born out of the Industrial Revolution (the standardisation of labour through work hours,
‘clocking in’, etc) as well as the notion of nature and leisure as ‘civilising’ tools for the unenlightened
masses.25 This translated into grand parkland designs in Europe and America, and later for Sydney.
Urban parkland pockets and green corridors were popularised in the twentieth century. Public open
space along Circular Quay west was not actualised until political will was behind the movement for
a ‘modernisation’ of Circular Quay in the early to mid twentieth century.
The function of First Fleet Park has remained the same for almost 60 years: a public open
space/parkland reserve. The site forms part of the land that was first resumed by the Crown. The
subject site remains in public ownership, the control of the use and development of this land
through a range of agencies has continued since 1788.
The following table outlines in broad-brush phases the site formation processes of First Fleet Park.
Table 2.1 Phases and site formation processes at First Fleet Park.

Phase

Site Formation Activities at First Fleet Park

Year

1

Aboriginal water’s edge activities

Pre 1788

2

Sydney Cove settlement—hospital wharf, first allotments along
eastern side of George Street (Isaac Nichols, Mary Reiby), first
marketplace, construction of Commissariat Stores.

1789–c1811

3

Land reclamation, commercial and residential development along
George Street and surrounds (The Rocks), upgrading of Queens
Wharf and wharfage facilities.

c1811–1880s

4

Barton Street redevelopment (demolition of early nineteenth
century George Street streetscape, erection of fire station and
Sydney Harbour Trust building).

c1890s–c1930s

5

Circular Quay West/Cahill Expressway redevelopment demolition of Commissariat Stores, fire station and Sydney Trust
buildings.
MSB building and parklands design.

1939–c1950s

6

‘Maritime Reserve’ recreation area.

1952–1985
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Phase

Site Formation Activities at First Fleet Park

Year

6

Parkland redeveloped for Australian bicentennial celebrations
into current configuration. Officially inaugurated as First Fleet
Park.

1985/86

These phases and associated cultural landscape features are shown in the schematic diagrams in
Figure 2.28.
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Figure 2.28 First Fleet Park (in red) at time of First Fleet landing, 1788.
Sydney Cove was part of Cadigal country at the time of contact.

Figure 2.29 Early development of western Sydney Cove c1790–
c1811, prior to the completion of the Commissariat Stores.

Figure 2.30 Nineteenth century commercial and residential
development of area (c1810s–1880s).

Figure 2.31 Circular Quay West area after major urban redevelopment,
including demolition of earlier nineteenth century buildings (c1890s–
1930s).

Figure 2.32 Original design for Maritime Services Board
headquarters (c1940s–1970s).

Figure 2.33 Current layout and design of First Fleet Park, as
developed for bicentennial (c1985–present day).
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3.0 Analysis of Physical Evidence
3.1 Preamble
The aim of this section is to describe First Fleet Park in detail in order to facilitate the understanding
of the place today. The place itself is a good source of information on the number of changes that
have been carried out during its lifetime. This chapter builds on the documentary evidence outlined
in the previous section to note the physical changes that have taken place over time in order to
understand why, when and how these modifications were made.

3.2 Identification of Landscape Elements
3.2.1 Overview Description
First Fleet Park is an approximately two-hectare area bound by George Street to the west, Cahill
Expressway to the south, Circular Quay West promenade along its eastern alignment, and the MCA
building’s southern wing to its north. The landscaped area in front of the southern half of the
eastern façade of the MCA building is included in the site’s listing on the Register of the National
Estate, as comprising the extent of the park (Figure 3.1).
The grounds are situated approximately 50cm to 100cm below the level of George Street, and slope
gently to the waterfront promenade. A low modern sandstone wall and metal railing runs its length
along George Street, interrupted by a semi-circular alcove with an arrangement of benches facing
into the park - a public space from which to pause and gaze towards Sydney Cove and the Opera
House on the far side of Circular Quay. Mature peppercorn trees run along this alignment, and the
trees partially obscure views to the water (Figures 3.2 to 3.5). Garden beds and plantings form a
green belt around the northern, western and southern boundaries of the park.
There are two brick-paved pedestrian pathways within First Fleet Park—one transecting the site
diagonally from its southeast junction with Cahill Expressway, and one which runs parallel with the
southern wing of the MCA building (Figures 3.6 to 3.8). The latter links George Street to the
Circular Quay esplanade via a sandstone staircase. ‘Smartpoles’ are positioned along the
pathways from which banners announcing various events are displayed. The grassed areas abut
these pathways (Figures 3.9 and 3.10).
A circular raised planting of mature cabbage palm trees is situated opposite the southern (unused)
MCA doorway along this path (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Raised islands of jacarandas and benches run
north–south along the park’s eastern edge and demarcate a transition from First Fleet Park to
Circular Quay West promenade (Figure 3.12) and a low boundary brick wall runs underneath the
Cahill Expressway (Figures 3.14 and 3.15).

3.2.2 Layout and Design
The original composition of the Maritime Service Board (MSB) parklands, as designed in the late
1930s by William Henry Whithers and David Baxter (MSB Design Office), included the sandstone
staircases and the pathway linking George Street and Circular Quay West.1 The landscaped
elements played a supporting role in the mid twentieth-century redevelopment of the foreshore that
aimed to anchor the new MSB building within a parkland setting. This building was designed to be
viewed and approached from the water—a nod to the historical association with the sea as well as
referencing the early foreshore buildings, including the Commissariat Stores, which faced the water.
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Figure 3.1 Current design of First Fleet Park, The Rocks. (Source: GML 2009)
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Initially the pattern of pathways was related to the use of the Wharfage Hall (MSB building)—the
entrance to a central office—and thus a functional pedestrian design. A path was later added
leading diagonally across the park to the station. The curved pattern in the path connecting George
Street to Circular Quay West may have been inspired by a compass, echoing the interior floor
design of the Wharfage Hall, which represented the points of a compass. Sea navigation
symbolism runs throughout the original design of the MSB building and setting, thus the linkage to
the water is integral to the composition of First Fleet Park.2
The original composition of the park included not only the staircase from George Street, but also a
secondary sandstone staircase along the pathway below the palm grove (Figure 2.26). This second
staircase was covered over (some components possibly removed) during fill and levelling activities
in the 1980s, leaving only the tops of the staircase. These sandstone masonry boxes are also
components of the sewer works that have run beneath First Fleet Park since the 1880s.
Other elements have been introduced and removed over the decades, including original signage for
‘First Fleet Park’ and a related sculptural feature around the flagpole along the diagonal path, close
to the Cahill Overpass. The flagpole remains in situ (although now in a much less prominent
position since the extension of the park towards the water) but without the supporting elements.

3.2.3 Views and Vistas
First Fleet Park is a prime harbour-side location and the only green foreshore frontage along
Circular Quay, with views across to the Opera House and harbour beyond. The opportunity for
‘important views in several directions’ has been recognised in the various heritage registry listings,
including the Register of the National Estate (RNE):
1) a progressively enlarging vista, as George Street is descended, of park and harbour
culminating in a view of the Opera House; 2) view over the ferry wharves descending Globe
Street; 3) view up Globe Street of old stone wall, steps and Long’s Lane precinct buildings
beyond.
It has been noted that the peppercorn trees have partially obscured the views to and from the
water.3 This, coupled with the growth of the plantings and brick wall beneath Cahill Overpass, create
a ‘severing’ effect, where the park feels cut off from main access routes from the city and The
Rocks. There is a sense that the park is merely a ‘passing through’ place en route to elsewhere—
an open green space without any obvious connection to the historical cultural landscape.
Opportunities to enhance First Fleet Park’s ‘gateway’ qualities will be addressed in Section 6.
Aesthetic qualities of the site are intrinsic to its social and heritage values. The grassed areas along
the pedestrian path from George Street to the promenade as well as the area in front of the
southern part of the MCA building are riddled with highly visible metal service covers (Figures 3.7,
3.8 and 3.12). This creates a rather ‘mechanised’ character to the site and a sense that these
areas are ‘overlooked’, and begs the question if they are even component areas of the parkland.
The services adversely impact upon the aesthetic quality of the parklands in these locations and on
First Fleet Park as a whole. This will be further addressed in Section 6, ‘Constraints and
Opportunities’.
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Figure 3.2 George Street frontage with view of garden beds and
mature peppercorn tree (Source: GML 2009).

Figure 3.3 George Street ‘alcove’ above First Fleet Park
(Source: GML 2009).

Figure 3.4 Staircase linking George Street and First Fleet Park
(Source: GML 2009).

Figure 3.5 Garden beds along George Street (Source: GML
2009).

Figure 3.6 Pedestrian pathways in First Fleet Park (Source:
GML 2009).

Figure 3.7 Circular planning of cabbage palms. View from
staircase facing Sydney Cove (Source: GML 2009).
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Figure 3.8 View along original pathway linking George Street
and Pitt Street. Tops of former sandstone staircase can be
clearly seen flanking the path (Source: GML 2009).

Figure 3.9 View facing southeast towards Central Business
District. Note sandstone ‘box’ related to former secondary
staircase (Source: GML 2009).

3.10 Diagonal pathway leading to George Street staircase in
background. MCA building on right (Source: GML 2009).

3.11 View from Circular Quay promenade facing southwest
(Source: GML 2009).

3.12 Path along former alignment of Circular Quay West street
(Source: GML 2009).

3.13 Service access points and covers (Source: GML 2009).
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Memorials and Monuments
There are several memorials and monuments located at the periphery of First Fleet Park:
A bicentennial plaque commemorating the First Fleet landing is located within the sandstone
staircase facing George Street (Figure 3.18).
Robert Klippel’s sculpture ‘The Beacon’ is located in the northeast corner of the park, angled to face
Circular Quay West promenade (Figure 3.19). This was a gift to the people of Sydney from James
Fairfax to commemorate the sesquicentenary of Sydney in 1992. It was unveiled in 1994. Whilst
Robert Klippel is regarded as one of Australia's greatest sculptors, this work commands little
attention due to its rather odd placement. It is positioned just off the promenade and next to a
bench. The relationship between ‘the Beacon’ and First Fleet Park is likely to be a matter of
placement, as what seems to be most salient is its water-facing aspect (as its title suggests, a
beacon is a guiding device, usually situated on a coast or shoreline). The sculpture could thus be
relocated to another water-facing vantage point within The Rocks without losing its association with
place.
A raised bronze and terrazzo map illustrating Sydney Cove in the early days of settlement is located
at the junction of Circular Quay promenade and Cahill Expressway Overpass. The map was a
bicentennial gift from Caltex to the City of Sydney. It is an ‘entrance feature’ to First Fleet Park
‘wayfinding’ where passers-by can pause and reflect on the historical development of Sydney and
the immediate surrounds. While it does command some attention and engagement by the public,
there is a sense that it has been poorly located and would be better positioned elsewhere.
A City of Sydney interpretive circular steel plaque depicting Sydney Cove is located in the
‘promenade’ paving near the Beacon.

Significant Plantings
The Register of Significant Trees has been endorsed by the Council of the City of Sydney (2005)
with the aim of identifying and recognising the importance of significant trees in the landscape, and
to guide their management and ensure their protection for future generations. The register has
identified several trees in First Fleet Park as scheduled items. These include one India-rubber fig
(Ficus elastica) and eight peppercorn trees (Schinus areira), graded as having Local heritage
significance. The fig, however, is actually situated in a circular bed within the Circular Quay West
promenade. The register described the other trees in First Fleet Park, such as the circular bed of
cabbage palms, as being ‘recent introductions’ with no heritage significance:
The landscaping of the harbour-side forecourt area in the 1980s included the transplanting of mature and
semi-mature Washington Palms (Washingtonia robusta) and native Cabbage Palms (Livistona australis) along
with a palette of other exotic trees such as Jacaranda (Jacaranda mimosifolia). None of these recent
introductions and transplants are considered to have local significance and are either neutral or supportive of
the listed items. The use of mature Cabbage Palms, taken from wild populations, continues to impact upon
natural heritage and biodiversity Values.4
The register goes on to highlight the introduction of mature cabbage palms in particular as a
‘popular approach by city’s developers’ particularly in Pyrmont Point Park, Star City Casino and
Circular Quay East, but that the creation of such urban landscapes through the ‘process of recreating instant transplanted heritage’ needs to be seriously considered within the context of
‘continuing and unsustainable losses of significant natural heritage values’.5
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Figure 3.14 Facing east underneath Cahill Expressway.
(Source: GML 2009)

Figure 3.15 View into park from beneath the Cahill Overpass.
(Source: GML 2009)

Figure 3.16 Intersection of pedestrian pathways and Cahill
Expressway. Caltex historical map monument is in the midground. Note public interest. (Source: GML 2009)

Figure 3.17 View from park across Circular Quay West
promenade towards Sydney’s icons—the Opera House and the
Harbour Bridge. (Source: GML 2009)

Figure 3.18 First Fleet Park memorial plaque embedded into the
sandstone staircase fronting George Street. (Source: GML 2009)

Figure 3.19 Robert Klippel’s sculpture ‘The Beacon’, unveiled
1994. (Source: GML 2009)
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3.3 Assessment of Archaeological Potential
3.3.1 Preamble
First Fleet Park has been assessed as having high archaeological potential, based firstly on
archaeological monitoring and testing activities in the 1990s, and now further underscored by the
results of the ground-penetrating radar (GPR) survey undertaken for this CMS. The site’s high
archaeological potential was a key factor which triggered its listing on the Foreshore Authority’s
s170 Heritage Register.
The information resulting from archaeological monitoring programs as well as new and updated
GPR findings strongly invalidate the site assessment in The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological
Management Plan (1991), which stated that the MCA area was likely to be completely disturbed.6
This section focuses primarily on the archaeological potential of First Fleet Park, but also includes a
brief overview and discussion of the MCA precinct (Area 2), which lies outside the study area. Area
2 is included because the GPR survey undertaken for this study covers the area to the east and
north of the MCA building.

3.3.2 Previous Archaeological Investigations of First Fleet Park
First Fleet Park has sub-surface archaeological resources of outstanding cultural heritage
significance that date to the very earliest days of European settlement. Evidence for the survival of
rare intact remains and deposits has been exposed in previous archaeological investigations within
the park, and the resulting reports were consulted for this CMS.7 These previous investigations
established a predictive model for the presence of subsurface remains, which informed the analysis
of the remote sensing survey (which will be discussed in Section 3.3.4).
At the time of completion of the MSB building, the ground level of the park was raised by
approximately 40-59 cm. Casey and Lowe (1991) contend that this building line suggests the
retention of archaeological deposits, particularly in the MCA forecourt area. 8
A landscaping program initiated for the bicentenary saw a major upgrade to First Fleet Park.
Circular Quay West was covered over as part of these landscaping works. The former Public
Works Department has indicated that the ground level of First Fleet Park was raised by
approximately one meter during these works.9 Existing services were raised so as to be accessible
from the new ground level.
The results of archaeological monitoring programs for stormwater services and street works carried
out in 1991 and 1993 interpreted subsurface features in First Fleet Park as: a dry-coursed
sandstone seawall which may date to the 1840s reclamation, timber piles belonging to the
nineteenth-century Queens Wharf, and wall foundations of the George Street buildings, including
foundations likely to have belonged to Isaac Nichols’s house.10
Demolition strata and some wall remnants of early nineteenth-century buildings that were located at
the junction of Queens Wharf and George Street were identified during the 1993 stormwater
upgrade monitoring. Excavation work for the late 1990s ‘Smartlights’ installation revealed rubble fill
and substantial early brick adjacent to the diagonal pedestrian pathway. This was also interpreted
as the demolition layer of the nineteenth-century buildings.11
In Area B (MCA forecourt), large rough-cut sandstone blocks laid without mortar were encountered
at approximately 1.75m below ground surface. This was interpreted to be a section of the quay
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floor associated with the Commissariat Stores.12 Below this, bedrock was encountered at 2.70m.
The remains of brick structures and associated deposits that were demolished prior to the
commencement of the Commissariat Stores’ construction in 1809 were identified.
Evidence of substantial in-situ remains of the government dockyard exists beneath the MCA
carpark and green area to the north of the MCA building (Area B). Testing has shown that two of
these docks are partially intact.13 The southernmost dock extends under the northeastern wing of
the MCA building and sections are likely to survive both under and outside the building.

3.3.3 Archaeological Site Types
The potential archaeological resources of First Fleet Park can be divided into six deposit categories:
•

Natural/environmental data—sites may include evidence of the original landform and
environmental and ecological data relating to flora and fauna. This would also include
watercourse management, stream configuration and the nature of soils of the Tank Stream
which ran across the southeastern portion of First Fleet Park.

•

Aboriginal cultural material—intact natural profiles may exist which contain evidence of
Aboriginal archaeological deposits.

•

Post-contact occupation deposits—deposits relating to the area’s usage in the early period
following colonisation, including accumulation of buildings (evidence of Isaac Nichols and
Mary Reiby’s houses, original foreshore warehouses, pre-Commissariat structures), drainage
culverts, and other use of the foreshores prior to wharf structures.

•

Wharves and maritime activity—evidence of wharves which occupied the west side of the
cove from as early as 1796 may reveal information regarding early maritime activities and the
materials and construction methods employed for the related structures – although the
research potential of the remains will vary according to type. Evidence of the Commissariat
stone quay has been identified and could provide such insights into construction methods.
However, the timber piles associated with Queens Wharf, while a significant part of the site,
have been assessed as ‘very difficult to deal with in an archaeologically meaningful way’.14

•

Reclamation and associated seawalls—phases of harbour infill and seawalls constructed to
stabilise the reclamation fill have potential to reveal information for the gradual conversion of
the cove, the function of sealed reclamation surfaces and the methods of infilling and seawall
construction.

•

Nineteenth-century occupation—deposits relating to demolished or superseded buildings or
landscape items such as foundations of earlier structures in First Fleet Park and the MCA
forecourt that may reflect change or continuity in use of spaces, including buildings, roads,
footpaths and culverts.

3.3.4 Ground-Penetrating Radar Survey Results
Preamble
A GPR survey was undertaken in June 2009 by the University of Sydney to ascertain the likely
archaeological resource and service constraints across First Fleet Park. The complete area was
surveyed in 13 grids, and a total area of approximately 7700m2 was surveyed.
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The results were affected by the limitation of a shallow radar signal return, which only easily
penetrated to approximately 150cm in most areas:
Below this depth, and at some sites even below one meter, the signal dissipates rapidly. The unexpected
shallow penetration depth made detection of archaeological remains at the site unlikely, as most historic
foundations start below this depth.15
The shallow signal is probably due to the composition of the thick clayey levelling fill used during the
1980s redevelopment of the park. This hindered the radar signal from moving easily through the
substrate. Despite this limitation, the GPR technique did succeed in identifying significant
subsurface features (Figures 3.20 to 3.22). An overview of the survey results follows below, and
the full report is reproduced in Appendix A.

Interpretation of GPR Results from First Fleet Park
The open areas of the park presented no constraints to the survey, however heavily vegetated
areas along George Street and obstacles such as benches and trees interrupted the transects in
some areas. These areas were omitted from the survey. Generally, the signal indicated strong
linear features at various depths that are likely to be associated with the numerous services across
the site. The report underscores the fact that many of the strongest signals could be misinterpreted
as subsurface features when they are clearly service-related. Large anomalies appearing at very
shallow depth (50-150cm) are unlikely to be of archaeological value. Anomalies that appeared at
depths of 150cm and 250cm have been interpreted as possibly archaeological in nature. These are
shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.22.
In the southwest corner of the park, there is a strong linear feature running on a diagonal to the
current George Street alignment (Figure 3.20). It disappears between 200cm and 250cm. This
may be building foundations from the original George Street frontage. This is also the area where
Casey and Lowe encountered nineteenth-century building foundations, which were interpreted as
Isaac Nichols’s house, during the 1993 archaeological monitoring program.
A linear feature running west to east may be associated with the Kings/Queens Wharf.
A linear feature running north-south (between ‘L’ and ‘M’) was interpreted by the geophysicist as a
service line; however, archaeological monitoring revealed a seawall in this area that had been
previously disturbed by the laying of Telcom cables and other services.16 The seawall may possibly
be associated with the early 1840s land reclamation.
A strong signal was returned in Area ‘J’ and at increasing depth several anomalies appear. A
strongly rectangular anomaly appears at 200cm. While these features do not correspond precisely
with any buildings on the historical plans (keeping in mind that there must be some allowance for
scale when working with early historical plans), the strongest signal clearly falls within the
boundaries of the buildings that abutted Isaac Nichols’s house to the north. These may be the
foundations/basements of these buildings.

Interpretation of GPR Results from the MCA Precinct (Area 2)
The foundations of the 1812 Commissariat Stores are clearly visible in the forecourt area of the
MCA building, as was anticipated (Area ‘F’ in Figure 3.22).
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An extremely strong and consistent signal at depth runs north/northwest across the carpark. This
corresponds with the remains of the dockyard. The signal strengthens between 200cm and 250cm,
indicating it to be quite substantive (Area ‘L’).
Further strong signals are indicated at ‘E’ and north of ‘F’, which are likely to be structural in nature
and relate to the docks, wharfage construction (stone quay) or later building foundations.

Summary of GPR Results
Ground-penetrating radar is heavily dependent on ground composition. Shallow penetration (poor
return signal) due to thick fill layers in First Fleet Park ‘prevented clear detection of archaeological
features’.17 Notwithstanding the fact that the geophysicist undertaking the survey was not satisfied
with the ‘noise below 150cm’, closer analysis of the results between 150 and 250cm have revealed
anomalies which are likely to be archaeological in nature.
Historical overlays and predictive modelling based on previous archaeological investigations of the
area have informed this analysis. The anomalies indicated in the survey results are likely to be
associated with the following archaeological features:
•

Early nineteenth-century domestic, commercial and retail premises along George Street
(most likely Isaac Nichols’s house).

•

Seawall and features associated with Kings Wharf/Queens Wharf.

•

Possible remains of late nineteenth-century buildings (Fire Station, Sydney Harbour Trust
building).

•

The Commissariat Stores (Area 2).

•

Government dockyard (Area 2).

3.3.5 Summary of Archaeological Potential
Archaeological potential of First Fleet Park has been assessed as high. Extant remains are likely to
include early to late nineteenth-century residential and commercial premises, seawalls, and features
associated with Queens Wharf. Further features such as reclamation fills, wharfage, and other
landscape elements can be expected. Solid structural remains such as masonry walls have a
higher likelihood of survival than timber structures in this area.
The archaeological resource is likely to yield important information about the early colony and its
development not available from other sources. These types of remains are also part of the history
of the harbour and reflect the growing importance of the port of Sydney from the 1830s onwards.

3.4 Discussion of Physical Evidence
The early settlement of Sydney Town grew around the Tank Stream fresh water source. The
topography of higher rocky ground sloping to mudflats produced an early ‘response’ to landform,
where reclamation was an incentive. The resulting pattern of land grants, public space
(marketplace) and diagonal road alignment was effectively organic development responding to
natural form. This contrasts strongly with the twentieth-century rectilinear design of the MSB
setting, which incorporates First Fleet Park. Interestingly, the twentieth-century redevelopment of
Circular Quay West also strongly drew on the history of linkage to the water, and is reflected in the
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design of the MSB building and the original layout of First Fleet Park. The extant archaeological
resource provides physical evidence of the earlier organic responses to landform and site phasing.
First Fleet Park has a rich history of change, as reflected in its initial conversion to ‘profitable’ land
through reclamation, re-use of the site for various commercial industries, then reversion of use back
to its current form of open space.
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Figure 3.20 First Fleet Park: overlay of historic plans onto the GPR result of 150cm depth. Top left GPR graphic insert is to assist with interpretation of overlay results. Anomaly alignments in southwest corner correspond with nineteenth-century George Street frontage
and Isaac Nichols’s house in particular. Linear anomaly running west to east corresponds to wharf location and may be an associated feature (Source: GML 2009).
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Figure 3.21 First Fleet Park: overlay of historic plans onto the GPR result of 250cm depth. Top left GPR graphic insert is to assist with interpretation of overlay results. Large anomaly at centre of park may relate to demolition strata of nineteenth-century
buildings. The strong signal along the promenade indicates the reinforced concrete in the area and not remains that are archaeological in nature. Other isolated strong signals (those in red) indicate services (Source: GML 2009).
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Figure 3.22 Area 2: overlay of historic plans onto the GPR result of 200cm depth. Top left GPR graphic insert is to assist with interpretation of overlay results. Anomalies strongly correspond with known archaeological remains of the northern wing of the
Commissariat Stores. Strong regular signals to the immediate north of the Commissariat Stores site and across the carpark are likely to be remains of the government dockyard (Source: GML 2009).
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4.0 Assessment of Cultural Significance
4.1 Comparative Analysis
This section examines First Fleet Park in the context of places with which it shares key features and
characteristics.

4.1.1 Public Open Spaces/Parks
Public green open spaces are relatively rare in the Sydney Central Business District (CBD) and in
The Rocks in particular.
Dawes Point (Tar-ra) Park is one such space at the northern tip of The Rocks. It was the site of
Australia’s first fortified position but the battery was removed during construction of Sydney Harbour
Bridge, which passes above the park. All that remains from the former battery are five cannons.
The park has good vantage points across the harbour and intimate views of the underside of the
Harbour Bridge. However, it is a park that is better suited for local residents of The Rocks as it is
somewhat of a hidden and ‘out of the way’ destination for most city visitors.
The only foreshore park able to rival First Fleet Park in its proximity to Circular Quay and the CBD is
Hickson Road Reserve, adjacent to the Park Hyatt in The Rocks. This park is the most popular of
all the foreshore areas for filming and photography with its expansive views of the harbour, Sydney
Opera House and Sydney Harbour Bridge. However, it does not attract the sheer volumes of
casual visitors as does First Fleet Park due to its rather ‘hidden’ location north of the Overseas
Visitor Terminal, just beyond the main pedestrian zones.
Observatory Hill is another green space in The Rocks but is not situated on the foreshore. It has
lovely harbour views but its hilltop location next to the Observatory, on the other side of the
expressway, requires a bit of a hike which would deter city workers on an average one-hour lunch
break. The site does not have the required visibility to draw large numbers of casual visitors.
Visitors to the park are therefore those who have the Observatory as their primary destination.
First Fleet Park has the advantage of being the closest green open space to ferry services, Circular
Quay and the CBD. It is also considered part of the ‘gateway’ space for local visitors to The Rocks,
as well as an inviting component of the terra firma immediately encountered by international visitors
who disembark at the Overseas Terminal. The site visually connects the historical landscape of
The Rocks, the Circular Quay foreshore and the ‘sentinel’ icons of the Opera House and Harbour
Bridge.

4.1.2 Contextual Analysis within a Cultural Landscape Framework
Historical cultural landscape is a key concept underlying the conservation management strategy for
First Fleet Park.
Cultural landscapes are scenes of interactions between people and their surrounds resulting in
layered patterns of evidence as well as sensory experiences inscribed upon the landscape.
Cultural landscapes are ever-changing. While certain elements within the landscape may represent
a slice of time, the landscape as an entity is in a state of constant regeneration.1
First Fleet Park is imbued with connections between people, spaces and resonant history. The
linking of tangible values—in the form of archaeological remains or evocative landscape features—
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and the intangible values one holds for a particular place can produce ‘a sense of attachment to our
world.’2 The site comprises elements that evoke its historical cultural layering. These elements are:
artefact, system, ideology, policy, history and aesthetic.
Land reclamation, levelling and terracing has transformed First Fleet Park into a contained green
space within an urban planning framework. As a ‘green space’, it no longer retains a sense of its
original environment through visual/topographic elements of natural shoreline or coastal ecological
biomes. However, its evocative nature is rooted in historical and social resonance. This will be
explored though the significance assessment sections below.

4.2 Application of New South Wales Heritage Assessment Criteria
The following assessment of heritage significance has been prepared utilising the current evaluation
criteria established by the Heritage Council of NSW. The assessments of significance were based
on the Foreshore Authority’s inventory sheet, but have been extensively reworked with
consideration given to new findings.

4.2.1 Historic Significance
Criterion (a)—An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or
natural history of the local area)

First Fleet Park has strong historical resonance, being near the site of the landing of the First Fleet
in 1788. It is effectively the birthplace of a nation and can be considered a highly charged foreshore
public space as a space of first contact between the original inhabitants, the Cadigal people, and
the newly arrived Europeans. First Fleet Park was the site of first land grants and initial
development, reflecting the relationship between the fresh water source (Tank Stream) and the
cove – the two critical elements of the reason for establishing the colony here.
Many historical ‘firsts’ have occurred here, beyond that of the ‘first landing’. The first wharf (‘the
hospital wharf’, later rebuilt as ‘Kings Wharf’ and then renamed ‘Queens Wharf’), the first series of
land reclamations and Sydney Cove waterfront conversion, the first non-Indigenous marketplace,
the first private and government warehouses (Isaac Nichols’s followed by the Commissariat Stores),
and the first post office.
The establishment of the MSB’s foreshore presence and the creation of the Maritime Reserve
(which became First Fleet Park) as part of the construction of the MSB building is a notable
historical phase in Sydney’s development, particularly in the changing patterns of foreshore use
including the rise of the civic importance of Circular Quay. Whilst the role of Sydney Cove as a
major transport node remains, its administrative and freight-handling functions have largely been
replaced by cultural institutions (the Museum of Contemporary Arts) and overseas passenger
services.
First Fleet Park meets this criterion at State level.

4.2.2 Historic Association
Criterion (b)—An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of
importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)

First Fleet Park has strong historical association with the first European arrivals in Australia as the
disembarking point for members of the First Fleet. It also has associations with notable historic
figures such as Isaac Nichols and Mary Reiby, both emancipated convicts who became wealthy
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and respected figures in early Sydney Town (notably, Nichols was the first colonial postmaster).
They are classic and earliest examples of the core national value/myth of the ‘Aussie battler’ perseverance in the face of adversity and hardship. The site is also associated with LieutenantColonel Joseph Fouveaux, who built the first commissariat store on part of the site. The site has
strong associations with the MSB and its role in Sydney Harbour management in the twentieth
century.
First Fleet Park meets this criterion at State level.

4.2.3 Aesthetic Significance
Criterion (c)—An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or
technical achievement in NSW (or the local area)

First Fleet Park has important aesthetic qualities in its spatial organisation, which was integral to the
design and layout of the Maritime Service Board precinct and redevelopment of Circular Quay
West. The parkscape also reflects processes of change in urban design trends, such as a planned
mid twentieth-century ‘setting’ for the MSB building to the post-modern landscaping and redesign
for the bicentenary.
First Fleet Park has landmark qualities as a ‘gateway’ green open space providing views and vistas
to the picturesque streetscapes of The Rocks as well as across the waters of Sydney Cove to the
Sydney Opera House, and provides an important pedestrian and visual linkage between The Rocks
and the water.
First Fleet Park meets this criterion at State level.

4.2.4 Social Significance
Criterion (d)—An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in NSW (or the
local area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons

First Fleet Park as a place of recreation and relaxation is valued by locals and visitors alike. It has
social significance to the people of Australia as the site of first European settlement and to
Aboriginal people as the site from where new influences spread that would change their lifestyle
dramatically.
Its current location at the nexus of historical and modern Sydney landscapes creates a space of
meaningful associations. The space represents shared community values of ‘celebrating outdoor
life in the city’, ‘sustainable and green city’, and ‘history, culture and creativity in the city.’ These
values are reflected in First Fleet Park: an inviting pocket of open space, access to the waterfront,
community spaces for cultural events, greening of the urban environments and improvements on
the quality of urban life.
The park is also a known destination for rallies and protests. First Fleet Park is often the end point
for political and fundraising marches - a plein air stage for public discourse. The parkland is a
natural consolidation point for social gatherings as the only highly visible green space along Circular
Quay’s foreshore (and its proximity to the Central Business District), but one which also draws upon
the resonance of its place in Australian history. This fact alone often takes on new and increasingly
complex meaning in the context of various public demonstrations or celebrations.
First Fleet Park meets this criterion at Local level.
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4.2.5 Research Potential
Criterion (e)—An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)

The research potential of archaeological relics and their heritage significance is a matter that has
been considered in an influential paper by Bickford and Sullivan, published in 1984.3 Bickford and
Sullivan draw attention to the dilemma faced by archaeologists and developers in connection with
sites that are to be destroyed as a result of development. They discuss effective means of
assessing these sites’ heritage value. They note that archaeological significance has long been
accepted in the United States as linked directly to scientific research value. This is a concept that
has been extended by Bickford and Sullivan in the context of Australian archaeology and refined to
the following three questions which can be used as a guide for assessing the significance of an
archaeological site or resource within a relative framework:
1.

Can the site contribute knowledge which no other resource can?

2.

Can the site contribute knowledge which no other site can?

3.

Is this knowledge relevant to general questions about human history or other substantive
questions relating to Australian history, or does it contribute to other major research
questions? 4

A ground-penetrating radar (GPR) survey undertaken in June 2009 indicates a strong likelihood of
intact archaeological features in First Fleet Park (Area 1), including:
•

original George Street storefront alignment and probable remains of Isaac Nichols’s house;

•

seawall (possible feature of the 1840s reclamation program); and

•

features possibly related to Kings/Queens Wharf.

There is also potential for sub-surface features related to the southern wing of the Commissariat
Stores and the c1910 bank (on the former northeast corner of Barton Street and Circular Quay
West) to exist in-situ within First Fleet Park.
Sub-surface features in Area 2 are possibly related to the following structures:
•

Northern wing of the Commissariat Stores.

•

Dry docks.

This updated information augments findings from archaeological monitoring and test-trenching
programs carried out on site in the early 1990s which revealed archaeological remains extant on the
site.
Owing to the scarcity of surviving archaeological sites within the city, and having particular regard to
the richness of the historical record and substantial deposits believed to exist at First Fleet Park, the
archaeological record associated with the site has the potential to reveal information about early
eighteenth- through to nineteenth-century Sydney, thereby providing an insight into aspects of
Sydney's socio-economic history. Whilst the site is well documented in cartographic and pictorial
sources, information regarding the original topography, physical operation of the early docks and
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associated structures, the first post office and other early buildings is available only from
investigation of the physical remains themselves. There is opportunity for this significant part of the
city to reveal its past through the material remains that accumulated through a variety of activities
associated with the occupation of the site by both Aboriginal and non-Indigenous peoples. The site
therefore has significant and unparalleled research potential as the archaeological resources date
to the very earliest days of Sydney settlement.
First Fleet Park meet this criterion at State level.

4.2.6 Rarity
Criterion (f)—An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the
cultural or natural history of the local area)

First Fleet Park’s potential archaeological resource has the potential to present unique and rare
features from the earliest settlement phases of the colony.
The site possesses a high degree of rarity as an open green public space in the Rocks/Circular
Quay foreshore. This also relates to its social and representative values.
First Fleet Park meet this criterion at State level.

4.2.7 Representativeness
Criterion (g)—An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s cultural or
natural places or cultural or natural environments (or a class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural
or natural environments)

First Fleet Park represents an interesting (and representative) water’s-edge tension between the
dynamics of the commercial use of water and the commercial use of the roads (George Street) near
the water. Both have influenced the buildings and activities on the site. The site’s evolution into
parkland sustains the original geographic tension between The Rocks and Circular Quay – or ‘old’
and ‘new’ Sydney. It is also a representative example of planned public open space, with mid
twentieth-century and post-modern parkland design.
First Fleet Park meets this criterion at Local level.

4.2.8 Ability to Represent Historic Themes
The following table is taken from the SHFA Heritage Register. It identifies the relevant state historic
themes and how these themes are represented at First Fleet Park.
Table 4.1 Application of State Historic Themes to First Fleet Park.
State Historic Themes

Association to First Fleet Park

Aboriginal contact

The occupation and use of the Tank Stream valley by Aboriginal inhabitants (known as
'Warrang' in local Cadigal language) represent the first phase of human occupation of
the site. The freshwater stream, mud flats and rocky promontories formed easilyaccessible marine resource exploitation areas. Sydney Cove was the initial point of
contact between Indigenous people and the newly arrived Europeans. It has social
significance to Aboriginal people as the site from where their lifeways would begin to
change dramatically in the post-contact era.
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Convict

Early convict arrival probably occurred in the immediate area of First Fleet Park, using
the first jetty (the hospital jetty). Emancipated convicts such as Isaac Nichols are
associated with the site. Convict labour was used in early land reclamation projects to
create ‘Semi-Circular Quay’ and was also used in the construction of the early seawall,
the Commissariat Stores, and probably for most of the early buildings and structures
along George Street and the wharves.

Land Tenure

The site forms part of pre-Macquarie land tenure period. First land grants were made
along the western side of Sydney Cove and several of these allotments extended from
the George Street frontage down to and including the Tank Stream estuary. The initial
grants promoted structural development and land reclamation activities on the
properties.

Townships, Environment
(Cultural landscape)

The occupation of the area during the first decades of the European settlement at
Sydney Cove represented the primary phase in the early life and development of the
city of Sydney and the colony itself. The early settlement grew around the Tank Stream
- the most reliable source of fresh water. As such, the hospital was erected at a nearby
location. Early commerce and communication depots (post office, wharves,
warehouses, stores for provisions for the military and convicts by the Commissariat
Stores, markets) also developed here.
Land reclamation projects to extend commercial and residential land around the cove
occurred in phases. The development of major civil projects such as these
demonstrated the tenacity of the settlers and commitment to growing and strengthening
the colony.

Transport

The theme of transport (and ‘transportation’) runs throughout the history of First Fleet
Park. The first 11 ships of ‘transportees’ disembarked here in 1788 and thus began the
location’s development for sea-based international transport. Archaeological evidence
exists for the establishment of wharfage and docklands under the MCA carpark. The
foreshore would have been used for temporary accommodation and the unloading of
ships’ cargo. Circular Quay remains the hub of harbour ferry services, and the western
side of Sydney Cove is still the disembarking point for international ships at the
Overseas Terminal.

Communication

Australia’s first post office was run out of Isaac Nichols’s two-storey stone house, built in
1809 on the site of First Fleet Park. Nichols was an assistant to the Naval Officer, and
was later appointed postmaster. Ships were the main source of overseas news, which
flowed freely over the wharfs and marketplace in this area.

Commerce

The early development of wharves and shipping infrastructure were located along the
western side of Sydney Cove. Wharfage facilities appear to be a constant on all early
plans. Cargo was offloaded here, stimulating trade in commodities.

Government and Administration

Sydney Cove West was selected as the location of the first government stores
(Commissariat Stores) holding supplies for the colony. Later, the Sydney Harbour Trust
and MSB would select Circular Quay West for their headquarters. These government
bodies controlled the principal form of international trade and sea-based travel.

Leisure

Early land-use patterns at the location of First Fleet Park were formed and characterised
by trade, commerce and transport. These activities also generated natural public orbits
by the social interactions inherent in them and led to the creation of a marketplace at
Queens Wharf and George Street.
This aspect of ‘the public domain’ has been a continuous thread linking the eighteenth
century foreshore development and the greening of Circular Quay West in the twentieth
century. Public open space was re-emphasised through urban planning and design of
parklands around the MCA building. This established an urban ‘leisure’ corridor
allowing for the enjoyment of the green open space.

Health
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Sydney's first hospital was built to the southwest of the site by 1802. Documentary
evidence exists of the wharf that was to become known as ‘the hospital wharf’ (later
‘Kings Wharf’ and finally ‘Queens Wharf’), which was erected prior to 1792.
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Events

First Fleet Park represents the first landing of First Fleet (ie the birth of the nation of
Australia), as well as the site of initial contact with Indigenous Australians. Thus, it has
high social value for all Australians as a space of resonance. It follows that events in
the forms of both celebration and protest are held here. It is also the scene of more
commercial programming and artistic festivals, with a near-weekly rotation of marquees
and stalls.

4.3 Statement of Significance
First Fleet Park is a listed heritage item on the Foreshore Authority’s s170 Heritage Register.
One of the tasks of this study was to determine if First Fleet Park is of State significance. It is
understood that the Foreshore Authority would nominate First Fleet Park for NSW State Heritage
Register listing if this was supported by the conclusions and recommendations of this CMS.
The endorsed statement of significance on the Foreshore Authority’s s170 Heritage Register for
First Fleet Park is reproduced in its full form below.
First Fleet Park is of outstanding heritage significance being near the site of the landing of the First Fleet in 1788. It
has strong historical associations with the first European settlement in Australia, thus with the members of the First
Fleet. This is also an early contact site between the original inhabitants, the Cadigal people and the newly arrived
Europeans. The site forms part of the land that was first alienated by the Crown. The subject site remains in public
ownership, the control of the use and development of this land through a range of agencies has continued since
1788. It has important landmark qualities providing an open setting for the majority of the visitors to The Rocks who
approach by foot from Circular Quay, allowing views across to the picturesque buildings of The Rocks and to the
Museum of Contemporary Art, and across the waters of Sydney Cove to the Sydney Opera House. First Fleet Park
has strong social value as an area of recreation and relaxation for the people of Sydney and visitors to the area. It
is part of the 'gateway' to Sydney and is valued by locals and visitors alike. The Park is also of outstanding
significance in scientific terms for its ability to provide evidence of the phases of development of the Quay West
area and also rare archaeological evidence of the original wharves, boatyards and the Commissariat. The site also
has associations with notable historic figures such as Foveaux, who built the first commissariat store and Mary
Reiby, who owned part of the site as well as figures such as Governor Macquarie, and Col Barney. First Fleet Park
has strong historical association with the first European settlement in Australia and the subsequent development of
the colony. Prior to this the occupation and use of the Tank Stream Valley and 'Warrang' by the Aboriginal
inhabitants of the area represent the first phase of human occupation of the site. Archaeological remains from the
period have the potential to provide information relating to the social, economic and ideological aspects of the first
human presence here. The occupation of the area during the first decades of the European settlement at Sydney
Cove represented the primary phase in the early life and development of the colony and the City of Sydney itself.
Features directly related to this period, particularly evidence of material culture or buildings may be revealed by
archaeological investigation and are likely to provide information that is not available from other sources. The
archaeological record associated with the site has the potential to reveal information about late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century Sydney, thereby providing an insight into aspects of Sydney's ideological and socio-economic
history. Whilst the site is well documented in cartographic and pictorial sources, information regarding the original
topography, physical operation of the early docks and associated structures, the First Post Office and other early
buildings is available only from investigation of the physical remains themselves. An archaeological monitoring
program carried out on the site in 1991 revealed that there are archaeological remains extant on the site that date to
the very earliest days of the settlement. There is archaeological evidence of a building constructed before the
Commissariat store of 1809. There is an opportunity for this significant part of the city to reveal its past through the
material remains that accumulated through a variety of activities associated with the occupation of the site by both
Aboriginal and European peoples.
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Based on the new findings and revision of First Fleet Park’s significance as outlined in this CMS,
the updated statement of significance that follows presents a more holistic appreciation of the site’s
heritage values, and provides the rationale for listing on the NSW State Heritage Register (SHR):
First Fleet Park is of exceptional heritage significance at State level as the landing place of
the first wave of European settlers in the antipodean colony and thus a location in the
course and pattern of NSW’s cultural history change (criterion (a)). It is part of the critical
first contact site between original Aboriginal inhabitants, the Cadigal, and the new arrivals –
a meeting that set in motion an irreversible course of settlement development, population
growth and natural and cultural habitat The site represents complex and layered meaning
around development versus destruction within the framework of economies of power. Early
grants promoted land reclamation and development. From its inception, this space was a
response to commercial use of land and the commercial use of water; the first wharf, first
marketplace, first warehouse and first post office (Isaac Nichols’s house) and significant
government administration buildings, such as the Commisariat Stores, were all established
here. At the end of the nineteenth century, harbour authorities were based at this site firstly the Sydney Harbour Trust building, which was later demolished to make way for the
twentieth-century redevelopment of the site as the headquarters of the Maritime Services
Board (MSB).
First Fleet Park was a focal point of early social, economic and ideological development of
Sydney, and has exceptional associations at State significance with notable historic figures
such as entrepreneurs Isaac Nichols and Mary Reiby, who built the first commercial and
residential buildings on the site; Colonel Foveaux, who built the Commissariat Stores; and
figures such as Governor Macquarie who took credit for the early development of the site
(criterion (b)).
The intrinsic form of First Fleet Park has aesthetic significance at State level as a deliberate
construction of a foreshore park setting for the monumental MSB building, which
demonstrates the MSB’s perception of its own importance in the management of Sydney
Harbour, as well as the rise of civic importance of Circular Quay. The parkland setting was
integral to the design of the MSB’s authoritative presence and its design and layout echo
the maritime symbolism found in the MSB building’s architectural elements, such as the
curving original ‘compass’ design and pathways connecting to the water. Public open space
was re-emphasised through urban planning and design of parklands around the MCA
building. First Fleet Park has important landmark qualities, including picturesque views
across the harbour, and is seminal to the experience of Circular Quay and The Rocks. In a
city where waterfront open space is rare and at a premium, the site is an established urban
‘leisure’ corridor allowing for the enjoyment of the green open space, whilst retaining a
‘tension’ between old and new Sydney (criterion (c)).
The reversion of the site back to open space maintains an historical linkage to its earliest
phase as an important public meeting place at the foreshore. The park’s redevelopment for
the bicentennial celebrations and the conversion of the MSB headquarters into the Museum
of Contemporary Art have somewhat disguised the park’s significance in terms of
composition and linkage between George Street and the water; however, its public use as a
green place of relaxation and recreation demonstrates a high degree of social value at
Local level (criterion (d)).
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The park is also of outstanding State significance in scientific terms for its ability to provide
evidence of the phases of development of the Sydney Cove West area. Archaeological and
remote-sensing investigations have provided evidence of a rare extant archaeological
resource dating to the very earliest days of settlement. This physical evidence has high
research potential to support and amplify the historic record of changing land use and may
provide significant information on Sydney’s past which is not available through archival
records (criterion (e)).
First Fleet Park’s current form as a planned green space on Circular Quay and its high
archaeological research potential to demonstrate historical phases dating to the earliest
years of the settlement of Sydney—including as the disembarkation place for the First Fleet
and representative of the first contact site—are rare aspects of NSW’s cultural history and
are of State significance (criterion (f)).
First Fleet Park is a representative example of planned public open space which reflects
design trends from its inception as the MSB setting to a mid twentieth-century post-modern
parkland design. It also demonstrates representative waters-edge phases of development
along Sydney Cove at a Local level of significance (criterion (g)).

4.4 Curtilage Assessment
4.4.1 The Concepts of Setting and Curtilage
An important consideration in the cultural heritage management of First Fleet Park is the
management of an appropriate setting. The maintenance of an appropriate visual setting is also an
obligation of Article 8 of the Burra Charter.
Guidelines on heritage curtilages are published by the NSW Heritage Branch.
define heritage curtilages as:

The guidelines

the area of land (including land covered by water) surrounding an item or area of heritage significance which is
essential for retaining and interpreting its heritage significance. It can apply to either:
•

land which is integral to the heritage significance of items of the built heritage; or

•

a precinct which includes buildings, works, relics, trees, places and their setting.

These guidelines identify a number of general principles that should be satisfied in establishing a
heritage curtilage and setting:
•

Has the significance of the original relationship between item and site been conserved?

•

Has an adequate setting been established?

•

Have adequate visual catchments or corridors been provided?

•

Are buffer zones required to protect the item from unsympathetic development?

The heritage curtilage guidelines also identify a number of different aspects of a place, its
development and its significance that should be addressed in establishing a heritage curtilage:
•

historical allotments and street alignments;

•

design style and taste;
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•

functional uses and interrelationships;

•

visual links;

•

scale;

•

significant features;

•

vegetation; and

•

archaeological features.

4.4.2 Setting and Curtilage of First Fleet Park
Present Setting
First Fleet Park, as a parkland, was clearly defined at the time of its original design by features
which no longer exist - such as the eastern site boundary defined by the alignment of Circular Quay
West. Circular Quay West was covered over during the 1980s landscaping program, and the
parkland was extended towards the water. The park ‘began’ after one passed under the Cahill
Expressway Overpass (Figure 2.27) or crossed Circular Quay West. The edges and defined outer
of First Fleet Park have become somewhat vague as compared to the original mid twentieth-century
‘square park’ layout.
The extant space is now delimited with garden beds, round groves and alignments of trees which
soften the former hard transition between park green and paved surfaces (currently the foreshore
promenade). Green islands are employed as a design technique and ‘pulled through’ beneath the
Cahill Overpass and effectively extend the parkscape out of the once-restrictive boundaries of lawn
towards the ferry quayside.
Whilst visual catchments have been both reduced by certain natural features, as addressed in
Section 3 (eg growth of trees which have formed a green screen between the water and the Rocks
precinct), there have also been attempts through redesign and landscaping to expand the park
setting which will also have effects on the visual aspects of the site.

Heritage Curtilage
First Fleet Park is highly significant as a component of 1) the setting of The Rocks and George
Street, 2) its relationship with the MCA building and its extension to the promenade and water and
3) the broader setting of open space along Circular Quay.
Bicentenary works reflecting post-modern landscape design were formalised and edges of the park
were deliberately blurred. This absence of formalised park boundaries or ‘definition’ (at least on the
Circular Quay promenade and Cahill Overpass boundaries), however, can be seen as a more
organic approach to urban greening schemes. The current (and future) design and scale of First
Fleet Park can be viewed as a corollary to social values – that is, the growth and extension of the
green space, and perhaps introduction of interpretive elements, will affect its functional use and
increase numbers of activities and visitors, thus amplify the park’s profile and value.
The complexities of associative meanings and memories relating to ‘contact space’ or
‘protest/celebration’ space are not neatly controlled or contained, and this can be read in organic
parkland growth and the extension of green elements ‘beyond the square’. The promenade and
quayside is an appropriate perimeter in this regard. The historical relationship and linkage between
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the water and George Street (original marketplace) is a key element that can be effectively
addressed by the proposed curtilage.
The proposed curtilage is presented in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Proposed curtilage for First Fleet Park, The Rocks. (Source: GML 2009, base plan provided by SHFA)
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4.5 Endnotes
1

2

3

4
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‘There is a balance between change and continuity in all cultural resources. Change is inherent in cultural landscapes; it results
from both natural processes and human activities. Sometimes that change is subtle, barely perceptible as with the
geomorphological effects on landform. At other times, it is strikingly obvious, as with vegetation, either in the cyclical changes of
growth and reproduction or the progressive changes of plant competition and succession. This dynamic quality of all cultural
landscapes is balanced by the continuity of distinctive characteristics retained over time. For, in spite of a landscape’s constant
change (or perhaps because of it), a property can still exhibit continuity of form, order, use, features, or materials. Preservation and
rehabilitation treatments seek to secure and emphasize continuity while acknowledging change.’ National Park Service, Guidelines
for the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes: Factors to Consider when selecting a treatment.
http://www.nps.gov/history/HPS/hli/landscape_guidelines/factors.htm
Taylor, Ken 2003, ‘Cultural Landscape as Open Air Museum’, in Humanities Research, Vol. 10, No. 2, p 55.
Bickford, A and S Sullivan 1984, ‘Assessing the Research Significance of Historic Sites’, in Sullivan, S and S Bowdler (eds), Site
Surveys and Significance Assessment in Australian Archaeology (Proceedings of the 1981 Springwood Conference on Australian
Prehistory), Department of Prehistory, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian National University, Canberra, pp 19–26.
ibid, pp 23–24.
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5.0 Grading of Significance
5.1 Preamble
Grading reflects the contribution the element makes to the overall significance of an item and the
degree to which the significance of the item would be diminished if the component were removed or
altered. First Fleet Park has been assessed to determine a relative grading of significance into five
levels. This process examines a number of factors, including:
•

original design quality;

•

degree of intactness;

•

relative age and authenticity (original, replaced);

•

extent of subsequent alterations;

•

association with important people or events; and

•

ability to demonstrate a rare quality, craft or construction process.

A standard five-grade system has been applied to assess the individual contribution of each
element to the overall significance of the item. This system is a valuable planning tool and assists
in the development of a consistent approach to the treatment of different elements. The various
grades of significance generate different requirements for retention and conservation of individual
spaces and the various elements. The gradings of significance are discussed below.

Exceptional Significance
Includes elements and features that make the greatest direct contribution to the item’s significance.
This particularly refers to rare or outstanding original fabric, spaces of particular historic and
aesthetic value and unaltered original elements and features.
Elements identified as being of Exceptional significance should be retained and conserved in situ.
Any work which affects the fabric or external appearance of these elements should be confined to
preservation, restoration and reconstruction as defined by the Burra Charter.

High Significance
Includes elements and features that make an important contribution to the recognition of the item’s
significance, albeit its condition may not be in a good state. This may include elements that have
been altered, or elements created as part of a generally sympathetic modification. This category is
likely to include archaeological remains, extant fabric from the early phases of construction and
many reconstructed early or original cultural landscape elements, wherever these make an
important contribution to the significance of the item.
Elements identified as being of High significance should also generally be retained, restored and
conserved in situ, subject however to other relevant factors including technological feasibility of
proposed works. Minor intervention into identified elements, including adaptation and alteration as
defined by the Burra Charter, is permissible provided that the level of significance of each element
is retained.
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Moderate Significance
Includes fabric or elements and relationships that are supportive of the overall significance of the
item and have some heritage value but do not make an important or key contribution to that
significance. Also includes elements and features which were originally of higher significance but
have been compromised by later, less significant modifications or elements that have deteriorated
beyond repair and cannot be reconstructed in a technologically feasible manner.
Where the elements are of Moderate significance, a greater level of intervention is permissible.
Adaptation and relocation of components of these elements and spaces is acceptable provided that
the overall cultural significance of the item is protected. Such work should take place within defined
work programs and should not be the product of general maintenance or sporadic alterations.

Little Significance
These are components generally of neutral impact on the item’s significance. Elements assessed
as being of Little significance are generally not regarded as essential to the major aspects of
significance of a place, often fulfilling a functional role. Both retention and removal are acceptable
options, depending on the element. Any major interventions to the item should be confined to areas
where the fabric or elements are of Little significance.

Intrusive
Includes elements or fabric which adversely affects the significance of the item, created without
respect for the intangible values of the place. Removal of elements of this category would directly
increase the overall heritage value of the item.
Elements identified as Intrusive can reduce or obscure the overall significance of the place, despite
their role as illustrators of the site’s progressive development. The preferred option is for their
removal, conversion to a more compatible form, or replacement in a way which helps to retain the
overall significance of the item. These works should be done without damage to adjacent fabric of
significance. These items need not be addressed immediately.
This grading has been established as a tool to assist in developing appropriate conservation
measures for the treatment of First Fleet Park and to enable decisions on the future conservation
and development of the place to be based on an understanding of its significance. The areas or
components that make a greater or defining contribution to significance should generally be left
intact or changed with the greatest care and respect.
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5.2 Schedule of Components and their Gradings
The following grades of significance apply to the attributes, elements and spaces of First Fleet Park.
The schedule is followed by a site plan illustrating the grading of significance (Figure 5.1).
First Fleet Park (Area 1)

Significance

Commentary

Potential archaeological resource

Exceptional

Remote-sensing survey and previous test-trenching
have indicated the presence of archaeological
remains which may date to the earliest phases of
European settlement, including buildings along
George Street (including Isaac Nichols and Mary
Reiby’s houses), the Commissariat Stores, and
evidence of wharves. This area is a rare and unique
resource from the pre-Macquarie and Macquarie
eras and has high research potential into the
development of early Sydney.

Park space

Exceptional

Social and heritage values are tied to the very
existence of the public open space, as it establishes
a linkage to the historical use of this area as a
marketplace and a hub of communication and social
activity.

Visual catchments

High

Preservation (and re-establishment) of critical vistas
and view corridors between George Street
(streetscapes of The Rocks) and to Sydney Cove
and beyond.

Sandstone staircase and wall (along
George Street)

High

While the extant staircase is a functional design
element of the original 1950s layout of the Maritime
Reserve, the feature can also be viewed as a
contemporary interpretation of the original
nineteenth-century wall and steps (as indicated in
Stanley’s 1847 drawing) that demarcated the extent
of George Street and the marketplace/wharf activity
zones. The existing staircase is nearly in the same
location as the 1812 steps and wall.
The staircase is also a critical design element of the
planned parkland setting for the MSB building and an
important linkage and pedestrian route from George
Street to the water.

Original park composition - pathway linking
George Street and Circular Quay West,
including circular feature along path

Exceptional

Component of the original parklands setting design
for the MSB building (1950s).
Evocative linkage underpinning historical linkage
between George Street and original Sydney Cove
wharfage (‘the hospital wharf’ and later ‘Queens
Wharf’).

Existing garden beds/plantings

Little

Arbitrary species selection. Could be replanted with
different and appropriate flora and arboreal species
without impacting upon heritage values.

General Attributes of Site

Landscape Elements
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First Fleet Park (Area 1)

Significance

Commentary

Peppercorn trees

Moderate

These mature trees are part of the original MSB
setting and planned parkscape design. Whilst they
lend a lovely sylvan quality to George Street and the
park, they have also created a visual screen which
negatively impacts upon the view corridor from
quayside to The Rocks (George Street) and thus
have an intrusive quality. This will be addressed in
the policy section (Section 7).
They are also scheduled items on the Sydney of City
Council Register of Significant Trees and, as such,
must be managed appropriately.

‘Tops’ of secondary, buried sandstone
staircase.

High

The ‘tops’ of the secondary staircase, which was
covered over and buried during the 1980s
bicentennial landscaping program, have not retained
meaningful contribution to the site’s significance and
have lost value over time. However, this secondary
staircase was part of the original composition and
design of the park. As such, it has inherent heritage
value on par with the first staircase from George
Street.

Parkscape elements - benches, islands of
trees, kerbing and associated features
beneath Cahill Expressway

Little

These features are classic ‘parkscape’ features and
as such, are both expected and have robust capacity
for updating and/or replacement (although redesign
should not detract from or impact on identified
heritage values).

Memorials and monuments
First Fleet plaque (embedded in sandstone
steps)
Caltex historical map
Robert Klippel sculpture

Moderate
Moderate
High *

Both the First Fleet plaque and circular historical map
are of a greater level of public interest (noted during
site visit) than the sculpture. The map was also gifted
during the 1980s bicentenary and incorporated into
the design and layout of the park.

Cabbage palm grove in raised circular
pathway element

Intrusive

Visual blockage translates to an interruption of
historical connection between George Street and The
Rocks.

Diagonal pedestrian pathway

Moderate

Pathway was not part of original MSB layout design,
but added later to facilitate pedestrian traffic.

Low brick wall beneath Cahill Expressway

Little

Part of the 1980s re-landscaping programming.

Pathway running parallel with Circular Quay
West promenade

High

The pathway itself (including fabric) is not significant,
but its alignment reflects historic quayside
thoroughfares as well as Circular Quay West, which
helped to define the original boundary and layout of
the park.

Service covers

Intrusive

Whilst service covers and access points are often
unglamorous inevitabilities, the overabundance of
these features in First Fleet Park detracts from its
aesthetic values.
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In summary, the following elements are graded as being of Exceptional significance:
•

Potential archaeological resource.

•

Park form and use.

•

Original park composition - pathway linking George Street and Circular Quay West
including raised circular feature along path.

Elements of High significance are:
•

Visual catchments.

•

Sandstone staircase and wall.

•

‘Tops’ of secondary, buried sandstone staircase.

•

Pathway running parallel with Circular Quay West promenade.

•

*Robert Klippel sculpture – the sculpture has ‘high’ inherent significance, although it could
be relocated elsewhere in Circular Quay or The Rocks, if necessary.

Elements of Moderate significance are:
•

First Fleet plaque (embedded in sandstone steps).

•

Peppercorn trees.

•

Diagonal pedestrian pathway.

•

Caltex historical map.

Elements of Little significance are:
•

Low brick wall running beneath Cahill Expressway Overpass.

•

Parkscape elements - benches, tree islands, kerbing, later pathways, brick walling and
associated brick features beneath Cahill Expressway Overpass.

•

Existing garden beds/plantings.

Elements having Intrusive value are:
•

Service covers.

•

Cabbage palm grove in raised circular pathway element.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the heritage values of First Fleet Park as defined by both ‘spatial
organisation’ and ‘fabric’. The original MSB setting, composition and design is assessed as being of
Exceptional significance, whilst other elements (fabric) that collectively create the parkscape vary in
terms of their levels of significance.
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Figure 5.1 Diagram showing graded significance of spatial organisation of First Fleet Park. (Source: Godden Mackay Logan, 2009)
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Figure 5.2 Diagram showing graded significance of fabric at First Fleet Park. (Source: Godden Mackay Logan, 2009)
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5.3 Assessment of Archaeological Potential
The archaeological potential is considered high.
The site should be subject to an archaeological assessment and should refer to the results from the
2009 remote-sensing survey as presented in this CMS prior to any ground disturbance in
accordance with the NSW Heritage Act archaeological provisions.
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6.0 Constraints and Opportunities
6.1 Preamble
This section outlines major issues for the conservation of First Fleet Park. It takes into
consideration matters arising from the statement of significance and procedural constraints imposed
by cultural conservation methodology, such as that of the Burra Charter. It also identifies all
statutory and non-statutory listings that apply to the site and describes constraints and opportunities
arising from these listings.
The conservation planning process established by the guidelines to the Burra Charter and set out in
the NSW Heritage Manual (prepared by the former NSW Heritage Office, now Heritage Branch)
requires that relevant constraints and opportunities be identified as part of the process for
developing conservation policies for places of significance. They are as follows:
•

constraints arising from significance;

•

physical constraints of the place;

•

external factors, including relevant council statutory and non-statutory controls;

•

feasible uses and client requirements; and

•

specific opportunities.

6.2 Constraints Arising from Significance
Constraints arising from significance establish a premise from where other issues such as condition
and client requirements can be considered. As discussed in Section 4.0, First Fleet Park is
significant through its historic, aesthetic and social values and archaeological potential.
Future management decisions for the site must have due regard to its heritage significance. The
following constraints arise from the assessed significance of the site as a whole:
•

First Fleet Park is a place of cultural significance at a State level which should be conserved and
managed in accordance with accepted conservation principles and practice.

•

Change should not intrude upon the ability to understand and appreciate the site’s historical
layering, particularly as a meeting place of land and sea-based commerce and trade, and
associated structures (as represented by their archaeological remains) within the broader MCA
precinct parkscape.

•

Elements and attributes assessed as having Exceptional and High Significance must be preserved,
restored or reconstructed.

•

Elements or attributes having Little significance may be retained or replaced with a more
sympathetic form, material, or species (in the case of plantings).

•

Intrusive elements, such as the cabbage palm grove, should be removed or modified to lessen their
impact.
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•

No actions at the site should disturb or destroy archaeological remains or adversely impact on the
physical conservation of the potential archaeological relics on the site.

•

Significant view catchments and corridors that enable appreciation of the setting should be
maintained and enhanced in accordance with significance (refer to specific recommendations
below).

•

The cabbage palms are located in a circular grove along the pathway which was part of the original
composition of the Maritime Reserve parkland setting for the MSB building. The palms have grown
to such extent that they are now visually intrusive and obstruct important view corridors to and from
The Rocks and the water and the MCA building. They could be removed without adverse impact on
the heritage values of the place.

•

Whilst the Robert Klippel sculpture is significant, it is not particularly well sited and could be
relocated.

•

The ‘tops’ of the secondary staircase could be reinterpreted to strengthen this feature’s association
with place, or the staircase could be unearthed and incorporated into future redevelopment design.

•

The flagpole, once positioned on the eastern boundary of the park before Circular Quay West was
covered over for the bicentennial redevelopment, is now somewhat oddly situated in the middle of
the grounds. It could be removed or relocated if necessary.

•

The Caltex map, while important in terms of historical linkage, is also not particularly well sited as it
is currently somewhat hidden amongst the trees and nearly under the Cahill Expressway Overpass.
It should be relocated to an area of greater visibility. As it was a bicentennial gift and associated
with the mid 1980s development of the park, it should be kept within or adjacent to the curtilage of
First Fleet Park.

•

Changes should be of a form and fabric that are sympathetic to the unique aesthetic and spatial
sensitivities of the site in terms of views and vistas and its social value as a place of gathering.

•

Changes must respect the character of the site as a green public open space and should strive to
maintain, conserve and promote this character. Future proposals and works which would enhance
the site’s heritage values and their interpretation should be prioritised.

•

Modifications to the topography and landscaping should not impede the ability to interpret past
uses, cultural landscape qualities and associations.

6.3 Issues Arising from Physical Condition of the Place
Whilst First Fleet Park has been identified as a place of considerable heritage significance, it is also
a place of physical constraints due to its location on the foreshore.
The extant archaeological resource has been impacted upon (as discovered through previous
archaeological investigation) by installation of services. There are also major sewer lines running
under the site. Certain constraints are related to these municipal elements:
•
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The grounds around the service access points are stripped bare of grass cover and generally in a
degraded state. This has a negative impact on the aesthetic qualities of place, and rehabilitation
should be prioritised.
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•

The circular cabbage palm grove along the pedestrian corridor currently ‘hides’ a green sewer vent.
The vent should be redesigned or preferably relocated if possible.

•

The landscape setting of the site could be enhanced with the removal of incongruous remnant
features, such as sandstone mortar boxes (the ‘tops’ of the secondary staircase along the abovementioned pathway) that are also sewer-related features.

•

The ‘green screen’ created by the peppercorn trees could be ‘opened up’ through either pruning or
removal of one tree. This would facilitate a ‘flow’ between George Street and Circular Quay
promenade. This public flow may also be created by terracing, as will be described in Section 6.10.

The above issues arising from physical constraints also present specific opportunities, as outlined in
Section 6.10.

6.4 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
The Rocks Conservation Area is managed by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (the
Foreshore Authority), constituted on 1 February 1999 under the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Act
1998 (NSW).
The principle functions of the Foreshore Authority, as stated in its Act, are to:
•

protect and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the foreshore area;

•

promote, co-ordinate, manage, undertake and secure the orderly and economic development and use of
the foreshore area, including the provision of infrastructure; and

•

promote, co-ordinate, organise, manage, undertake, secure, provide and conduct cultural, educational,
commercial, tourist, recreational, entertainment and transport activities and facilities.

In recognition of the importance of heritage conservation in the area, The Rocks Heritage
Management Plan (adopted in February 2002) has been prepared to provide a basis for
understanding and conserving the heritage value of The Rocks and to assist in preparing individual
conservation management plans for its heritage buildings.
Government agencies have special obligations under the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) (refer to Section
6.5.1). Under Section 170, they are required to compile a register of heritage assets (known as a
Section 170 Heritage and Conservation Register) and look after their assets on behalf of the
community. Section 170 requires an agency to identify, conserve and manage heritage assets
owned, occupied or managed by that agency.
First Fleet Park is included on SHFA’s s170 Register.

6.4.1 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and Charter
Vision
To demonstrate vision and leadership in creating quality environments that are enriching, diverse,
accessible and sustainable by continually improving Sydney’s significant waterfront precincts,
balancing visitor, community and commercial expectations.

Charter
The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Charter committed the Authority to:
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1.

Add value by redevelopment of surplus government land through a highly skilled organisation that
creates new city precincts on the harbour.

2.

Capitalise on the economic and cultural worth of foreshore precincts, notably The Rocks, Circular
Quay and Darling Harbour, as core attractions for both visitors and Sydneysiders.

3.

Balance economic return, vibrancy and diversity of harbour foreshores, including the working
waterfront.

4.

Deliver excellence in its role as place manager for Sydney’s premier harbour sites.

5.

As custodian, ensure preservation and interpretation of natural and cultural heritage around the
foreshores, promoting a sense of community ownership.

6.

Facilitate the opening up of foreshore areas to the public, balancing protection with active use
while improving and extending waterfront public domain.

6.4.2 Asset Owner’s Requirements
The Authority is committed to managing First Fleet Park as park of its ongoing management of The
Rocks. The Authority has proposed to continue to use First Fleet Park for recreational uses.

6.5 Heritage Management Framework
In November 2008, the NSW Government announced widespread reforms to the state's planning
portfolio effective from 1 December 2008. As part of the reforms, all development applications (DAs)
previously assessed by the Authority will be assessed by the Department of Planning.
It is essential that the Foreshore Authority and the Department of Planning be consulted in order to
determine any approvals that may be required for the execution of any works. Approvals for works
may be required under both the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) (EP&A
Act) and the Heritage Act. All statutory applications require the signature and consent of the
landowner to enable lodgement. As such, all applications should be forwarded to the Foreshore
Authority for endorsement prior to submission with the Department of Planning. Further information
about the granting of landowners’ consent can be sourced from the following link:
http://www.shfa.nsw.gov.au/sydney-For_business-Planning_for_business_projects_and_events.htm

6.5.1

Heritage Act 1977

The Heritage Act is a statutory tool designed to conserve New South Wales’s environmental heritage.1 It
is used to regulate development impacts on the state’s heritage assets. The Act defines a heritage item
as, ‘a place, building, work, relic, moveable object or precinct‘. Heritage items are defined further in the
following manner:
•

‘Building’ includes a part of a building, a structure or a part of a structure.

•

‘Moveable object’ means a moveable object that is not a relic.

•

‘Place’ means an area of land, with or without improvements.

•

‘Precinct’ means an area, a part of an area, or any other part of the state.

•

‘Relic’ means any deposit, object or material evidence:
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(a)

which relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales, not being
Aboriginal settlement, and

(b)

which is 50 or more years old.

To assist management of the state’s heritage assets, the Act distinguishes between items of Local and
State heritage significance.
•

‘State heritage significance’ means significance to the state in relation to the historical, scientific,
cultural, social, archaeological, architectural, natural or aesthetic value of the item.

•

‘Local heritage significance’ means significance to an area in relation to the historical, scientific,
cultural, social, archaeological, architectural, natural or aesthetic value of the item.

Various sections of the Act can protect items of Local and/or State heritage significance when under
threat by development. Under Section 24, the Minister for Planning can authorise councils to make
Interim Heritage Orders (IHO) for items of State or Local heritage significance. An IHO essentially
protects a place, building, work, relic, moveable object or precinct from harm for 12 months, or the period
specified by the order. An item can also be listed on the State Heritage Register (SHR). To list an item
on the SHR, various procedures must be followed by the Heritage Council and the Minister under Part
3A of the Act.
Archaeological features and deposits are afforded statutory protection by the relics provision of the Act
(as amended in 1999). Section 139[1] states that:
A person must not disturb or excavate any land knowing or having reasonable cause to suspect that the
disturbance or excavation will or is likely to result in a relic being discovered, exposed, moved, damaged or
destroyed unless the disturbance or excavation is carried out in accordance with an excavation permit.

An excavation permit, however, may only be required in certain cases, which provides the Heritage
Council with discretionary power to determine when a permit is required. As permitted by Section 139[4]
of the Act, the Heritage Council has created a number of exceptions for an excavation permit. The most
relevant to the current study are:
(a) where an archaeological assessment has been prepared in accordance with Guidelines published by the
Heritage Council of NSW which indicates that any relics in the land are unlikely to have State or local heritage
significance; or
(b) where the excavation or disturbance of land will have a minor impact on archaeological relics; or
(c) where the excavation or disturbance of land involves only the removal of unstratified fill which has been
deposited on the land.

Applications for excavation (or an exception application under Section 139[4]) will be dealt with by
the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority under delegation from the Heritage Council of New South
Wales.
First Fleet Park is currently not listed on the SHR, however it is recommended in this CMS that First
Fleet Park be nominated for listing.

6.5.2 New South Wales Government Total Asset Management Guidelines
The Total Asset Management (TAM) Manual prepared by the NSW Government’s Asset
Management Committee states that: ‘Sustainable management of heritage values should be treated
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by an agency as part of its core business’. Similarly, TAM guidelines for government agencies
prepared by the NSW Treasury require ‘planning use of heritage assets to maximise their service
delivery while protecting their cultural values’.
While protection of built heritage in The Rocks area is part of the core business of the Foreshore
Authority, these TAM guidelines can be interpreted to indicate that the retention of heritage value
overrides the financial feasibility of the ongoing re-use of items. The cultural importance of The
Rocks is widely recognised as paramount and, in any eventual situation where retention of heritage
significance could conflict with the financial feasibility of the project, the importance of retention of
the heritage significance shall be given priority.

6.6 Environmental Planning Instruments
There are three principal Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs) under the EP&A Act that are
applicable to The Rocks:

6.6.1 State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005
Under State Environment Planning Policy (SEPP) (Major Projects) 2005, Part 3A of the EP&A Act
applies to development valued at over $5 million within the specified Sydney Harbour Foreshore
sites (including The Rocks). Part 4 of the Act applies to development valued under $5 million.
The minister is the consent authority for development in Foreshore Authority sites under both Part
3A and Part 4 of the Act. The Foreshore Authority’s Planning Assessment Team receives and
processes development applications under Parts 3A and 4 of the Act.
The authority to determine applications under Part 4 of the Act (development under $5 million) has
been delegated from the minister to the Foreshore Authority’s Planning Assessment Manager. The
minister remains the consent authority for applications under Part 3A of the Act (development over
$5 million).

6.6.2 Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005
The Rocks is included in the 'Foreshores and Waterways Area' defined in the State Regional
Environmental Plan (SREP) (Sydney Catchment) 2005 and, as such, any development must be
considered in terms of the criteria set out in clauses 21 to 27 of the SREP. The SREP does not
identify any heritage items within The Rocks; however, it does identify the Sydney Harbour Bridge
and the Circular Quay ferry wharves as heritage items and any development within their vicinity
needs to be considered in terms of impacts on these items, including views to the items. Draft
Amendment 1 to the SREP also identifies a ‘buffer zone’ for development in the vicinity of the
Sydney Opera House, which covers a majority of The Rocks area, and any impacts on views to the
Opera House are to be taken into consideration.
The SREP also requires consideration of the potential to impact on archaeological or potential
archaeological relics.
The Rocks is also included as a ‘strategic foreshore site’ on Sheet 1 of the SREP, for which a
masterplan (deemed DCP) is required. However, this only applies to the city foreshores area if the
minister directs, and as yet there has been no such direction.
The DCP that exists under the SREP is also relevant to development in The Rocks. Its primary
focus is on ecological and landscape character areas and built form design guidelines for
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development very close to the water’s edge. The only relevant landscape character area in The
Rocks is Dawes Point.

6.6.3 Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority Scheme
The Rocks is covered by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) Scheme which has
the status of an EPI under Schedule 6 of the EP&A Act. The SCRA Scheme comprises a series of
building site control drawings which provide for the maximum height of buildings on any particular
site and which also specify permissible uses for a particular site or precinct.

6.7 Non-statutory Listings and Community Groups
Register of the National Estate
First Fleet Park is listed on the Register of the National Estate as the ‘Cahill Expressway Space,
George St The Rocks’, Place ID 2119. Listing on the Register of the National Estate carries no
statutory implications for items not in the ownership of the Commonwealth Government; however, it
is indicative of the high cultural values of the place.

6.8 BCA and DDA Regulations
The Building Code of Australia (BCA) is concerned with establishing uniform building regulations
across Australia. The BCA is implemented in New South Wales through the Local Government Act
1993 (NSW).
The Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cwlth) (DDA) aims to promote equal opportunity and access
for people with disabilities and makes disability discrimination unlawful.
An assessment of compliance with the BCA and DDA has not been carried out for this report.

6.9 Application of the Burra Charter
The Burra Charter is widely accepted in Australia as the underlying methodology by which all works
to places identified as having national, state and regional significance are undertaken.
Because First Fleet Park is of demonstrated cultural significance, procedures for managing changes
and activities at the site should be in accordance with the recognised conservation methodology of
the Burra Charter.

Principles of the Burra Charter
In dealing with the built fabric, the conservation principles of the Burra Charter should be adopted.
The relevant principles are established in the Articles of the Burra Charter as follows in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Burra Charter principles applied to First Fleet Park, The Rocks.
Articles

Description

Use and Conserving Use (Article 7 and
Article 23)

Where the use of a place is of cultural significance it should be retained and
a place should have a compatible use. Modifying or reinstating a significant
use may be appropriate and a preferred form of conservation.

Contents (Article 10)

Contents and objects contributing to the cultural significance of a place
should be retained at that place.

Change (Article 15)

The contribution of all periods to the place must be respected, unless what is
removed is of slight cultural significance and the fabric which is to be
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revealed is of much greater cultural significance.
Maintenance (Article 16)

Maintenance is fundamental to conservation and should be undertaken
where features or element are of cultural significance.

Adaptation (Article 21)

Adaptation is acceptable where it does not substantially detract from the
cultural significance of the place and involves minimal change to significant
elements or features.

New Work (Article 22)

New work may be acceptable where it does not distort or obscure the
significance of a place.

Managing Change (Article 27)

Existing elements, use, associations and meaning should be recorded before
disturbance occurs.

Responsibility for Decisions (Article 29)

The decision-making procedure and individuals responsible for policy
decisions should be identified.

Direction, Supervision and Implementation
(Article 30)

Appropriate direction and supervision should be maintained at all stage of
the work.

Records (Article 32)

A record should be kept of new evidence and future decisions and made
publicly available.

6.10 Specific Opportunities
The following opportunities for the enhancement of heritage values at First Fleet Park exist:
•

The site is appropriate as a public open green space and is well suited as a ‘gateway’ location to
The Rocks particularly and Sydney generally.

•

The historical triangular configuration of the original wharf, ‘marketplace’ and George Street (and
associated archaeology as indicated by the remote-sensing survey) could be enhanced through
interpretive use of view corridors, landscaping and sensitive introduction of built features.

•

The ‘hard edge’ and ground level discrepancy between George Street and First Fleet Park should
be addressed to promote a ‘flow’ of public movement which would recapture the historical essence
of this space and reinstate greater (and significant) linkage between The Rocks (George Street)
and Sydney Cove. This could be achieved, for example, through terracing or other landscape
design means. A better DDA response may also be addressed through the use of terracing and
ramps along the George Street and First Fleet Park interface.

•

The remote-sensing survey results have indicated extant archaeological remains that have the
potential to be significant features relating to the early phases of Sydney Cove settlement. The
archaeological resource has high interpretation potential.

•

Opportunities exist for the creative mitigation of undesirable visual attributes such as service
covers/access points and sewage vents. Public art works or interpretive displays could successfully
disguise many of the existing intrusive elements.

•

Promotion of the ‘gateway’ qualities/branding of the site through the implementation of the above
points.

•

Targeted conservation management documents should be undertaken in order to address the
cultural heritage values significance. The landscape qualities and the archaeological resource are
flagged in this CMS as being of Exceptional significance and require detailed management policies
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and guidelines for best conservation practice which are beyond the scope of this strategy
document. A Landscape Interpretation Masterplan (LIM) and an Archaeological Management Plan
(AMP) would best address these issues, and will be discussed in Section 8, ‘Implementation’, in
particular Section 8.2, ‘Conservation Management Requirements’.

6.11 Endnotes
1

The Heritage Act 1977 (NSW), <http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/>, p 1.
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7.0 Conservation Policies
7.1 Preamble
Conservation can be regarded as the management of change by seeking to safeguard that which is
significant to an item within a process of change. It is essential to establish criteria, policies and
recommendations of the conservation and ongoing use of the item to ensure best-practice heritage
management. Within this framework, owners and managers of the item will be able to formulate
suitable proposals and planning authorities will be able to assess those proposals against the sitespecific criteria.
The conservation policies are intended to assist in the ongoing use, maintenance and conservation
of the site. Each policy is supported by a series of guidelines which will ensure that future decisions
are made in an informed manner, ensuring the significance of the place.
Policy

Guidelines

Adoption and Review
Policy 1—This Conservation Management Strategy
should be adopted as one of the bases for the
future management of the site. All heritage
registers, including the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority Register, should be updated to reflect the
CMS findings. The conservation policies should
be reviewed every five to ten years.
Background
The Conservation Management Strategy (CMS) for
First Fleet Park proposes a framework for the
management of heritage values in relation to
upgrading, landscaping and redevelopment projects
and, in the long term, to ensure that identified
significance of the place is retained and maintained.
Circumstances will change over the years as various
recommendations are implemented and new use
requirements emerge. Conservation policies need to
progressively respond to changing situations if they are
to remain relevant.

The Foreshore Authority should adopt this Conservation
Management Strategy and endorse its findings.
The Foreshore Authority Register should be updated to
reflect the findings of the CMS. This would trigger the
Foreshore Authority to nominate the site for listing on the
NSW State Heritage Register (SHR).
The Foreshore Authority should make this Conservation
Management Strategy a publicly accessible document.
Reviews of the CMS should be based on the Australian
ICOMOS Burra Charter and other guidelines issued by the
Heritage Branch, Department of Planning.
Reviews should be undertaken by experienced conservation
practitioners in conjunction with relevant ownership and
management representatives.
Reviews should also take into account any other relevant
legislation, planning frameworks, appropriate literature and
widely recognised conservation practices and procedures.
Irrespective of the requirement to review the document
every five to ten years, the CMS should continue to be used
as the principal guide for understanding, conserving and
interpreting the heritage values as part of the future of
ongoing heritage management until such reviews are
completed.
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Conservation Planning
Policy 2—No development shall be undertaken
without consent. Prior to the lodgement of
Development Applications for any works or
changes of use requiring consent, the proponent
should liaise with the Foreshore Authority’s
heritage officer and/or archaeologist and obtain the
consent of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority as landowner.
Background
To prevent gradual loss of cultural significance through
gradual change, a mechanism needs to be established
for controlling any modifications to the significant
elements of the park.
Forms for development applications, Section 60
applications and Standard Exemption applications are
available from the Foreshore Authority.

As the Foreshore Authority is the owner of land and
buildings in The Rocks, the consent of the Authority is
required prior to lodging an application for works. This part
of the process is separate from approving the works and the
landowner’s consent to lodge an application does not
represent approval to actually undertake the works.
Prior to granting owner’s consent to a proposal, the
Foreshore Authority should, in its capacity as landowner
and manager, be satisfied that there are no adverse heritage
impacts associated with the proposal.
A Heritage Impact Assessment and/or Archaeological
Assessment and adequate documentation of any proposed
works should be required to assist in the assessment of
owners’ consent applications.

Policy 3—In terms of conservation planning
requirements, the intention, aims and policies of
this CMS shall be disseminated through, and
implemented by, relevant key staff of the Foreshore
Authority.

The Foreshore Authority should ensure that this document
and any subsequent recording and investigations are
undertaken in a manner that provides an accurate record of
the changes to the significance of First Fleet Park.

Background
This CMS should be consulted as the guiding
document for conservation planning, followed by more
detailed and targeted documents as they arise.

The Foreshore Authority shall adequately assess the impact
of proposed modifications to the park prior to the granting
of consent.

Policy 4—Ensure experts with skills appropriate for
the task are engaged.

Professionals with relevant skills and experience should be
engaged for the provision of heritage advice, including
conservation, interpretation, and recording and
documentation, as required. Specialists that may be
engaged at First Fleet Park may include, inter alia:
archaeologists, heritage landscape specialists, heritage
architects, urban planners, researchers, building code
compliance advisers, and cost planners.

Background
The Burra Charter encourages the use of skilled and
appropriate specialist direction and supervision from a
range of disciplines for conservation activities.

Building contractors, project managers and trades
personnel who have proven experience in the relevant field
of conservation-related work on historic buildings should be
selected to work on the project.
Ensure that relevant contractors including security
personnel and tradespeople receive heritage awareness
information.
Policy 5—Targeted conservation planning
documents are required to guide conservation and
management policies for the identified heritage
significance of First Fleet Park.

The Foreshore Authority should commission a Landscape
and Interpretation Masterplan (LIM) and an Archaeological
Management Plan (AMP) for First Fleet Park.

This CMS is a broad-brush document that provides
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general policy guidelines. It has identified issues and
opportunities arising from the assessment of First Fleet
Park’s heritage values and its current physical
condition that require further specialist input.
Asset Management
Policy 6—Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
shall retain management of First Fleet Park as a
single entity within the overall context of the Rocks
precinct.

The Foreshore Authority should implement a management
structure that integrates future works or redevelopment
work with the overall management and conservation
programs for The Rocks.
All recording, when required, should be undertaken and
archived in accordance with the recording guidelines
prepared by the Heritage Branch, Department of Planning.

Background
First Fleet Park, as part of The Rocks, is owned by the
Crown, vested in the Foreshore Authority. The
Foreshore Authority has overall responsibility for the
management of the place. Additional responsibilities
derived from the New South Wales Total Asset
Management (TAM) Guidelines are also recognised.

A program of regular monitoring should be established
covering both the physical changes within First Fleet Park
and visitor experience issues. It should be incorporated,
where relevant, into management decisions.

Policy 7—This Conservation Management Strategy
should be used to provide input into all future
Conservation and Asset Management Plans for this
property.

The Foreshore Authority should incorporate the findings of
this CMS into its asset management systems and plans,
particularly TAM plans and Maintenance Plans for First Fleet
Park.

Background
This CMS will be one of the documents used by the
asset owners and managers (ie the Foreshore
Authority) for maintenance of First Fleet Park and
needs to be fully compatible with other relevant
documents addressing the same site, including any
current maintenance plans and Total Asset
Management (TAM) Plans.
Current and Potential Future Use
Policy 8—The current use of First Fleet Park as a
public open space and parkland should continue
and is appropriate in terms of historical use as a
public convergence point, and in keeping with
contemporary social values.
Background
First Fleet Park was developed as the parkland setting
for the Maritime Services Board building—a precinct
idea put forth in the 1930s (although not designed and
built until the 1950s) as a component of the NSW
Government’s vision for development of the Circular
Quay West foreshore.

Heritage values of the park are strongly anchored in social
values and the park should be flagged as a symbolic space
that can address the memory of early settlement and first
contact between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians.
Future uses should be compatible with the nature and
significance of the place to enable it to remain a vital and
important component of the Rocks precinct. These uses
could include:
•

specific cultural events; and

•

a gathering point for spontaneous meeting and/or
trade (reference to first market square).

First Fleet Park is in need of a landscaping design upgrade
and should prioritise environmentally sustainable design
initiatives to potentially establish a green ‘showcase’ space.
Uses or changes which require an unacceptable degree of
intervention for upgrading to ordinance compliance should
be avoided.
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Policy 9—Proposals for use of First Fleet Park
which require an unacceptable degree of
intervention for upgrading to ordinance compliance
or result in a high degree of degradation of
grounds should be avoided.

Use programs (such as temporary installations) should not
place undue stress on parkland elements.
Proposal for use must be managed in accordance with any
approval issued by the Foreshore Authority.

Background
In terms of ongoing use programs, the Foreshore
Authority’s policy on public open space should be
consulted.
Management of Significance
Policy 10—The statement of significance contained
in this CMS should be adopted as the basis for
heritage management. All decisions should
consider and seek to retain the values identified in
the Statement of Significance, including the
identified graded spaces and elements of
significance contained in Section 5.0.
Background
First Fleet Park is an integral part of the fabric of and
makes a significant contribution to The Rocks, which is
a precinct of State significance. The site has high
potential to contain archaeological resources of State
significance: the earliest phases of Sydney Cove
settlement, including the first warehouses and post
office (Isaac Nichols’s house); the Commissariat
Stores; early wharves and seawall; original alignment
of George Street; and potential evidence of land
reclamation, natural soil profiles and evidence of precontact Aboriginal occupation.

First Fleet Park is recognised as an item of cultural
significance at a State level which should be managed in
accordance with the provisions of the Burra Charter.
The significant heritage elements of First Fleet Park should
be retained and conserved. Conservation should be
undertaken in the context of the ongoing use of the site.
No new development should be permitted which will have a
major adverse impact on the heritage significance of First
Fleet Park or surrounding heritage items or heritage
streetscapes.

Policy 11—Conservation processes which are
appropriate for individual elements (landscaping,
park layout and design and visual catchments) will
be based upon the relative significance of the
element, as assessed and identified in Section 5.2
of this CMS.

Elements of Exceptional significance must be retained.
They could be preserved, restored or reconstructed.

Background
The graded heritage significance of the components of
a place provides a basis for making conservation
decisions.

Elements of Moderate significance should preferably be
retained. They could be relocated or adapted, as necessary.
Removal may be acceptable in some circumstances
(following archival recording).

Elements of High significance should be retained. They
could be preserved, restored or reconstructed. In some
circumstances they could be adapted (following archival
recording).

Elements of Little significance may be retained, adapted or
removed as necessary
Intrusive elements should be removed or adapted to reduce
their adverse impact on the significance of the place, as the
opportunity arises.
Policy 12—An appropriate setting should be
developed and maintained for First Fleet Park.
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The proposed curtilage as outlined in Section 4.4 of this
CMS, ‘Curtilage Assessment’ should be endorsed by the
Foreshore Authority and integrated into management
systems for the site.
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Background
Article 8 of the Burra Charter identifies the importance
of retaining an appropriate setting to conserve the
cultural significance of a place.

No new structures or landscape elements should be erected
or introduced in the vicinity of First Fleet Park that would
impact on its setting, which includes visual catchments.
Retain open space primarily as ground-level plantings,
grass and paving.
No work at First Fleet Park should adversely impact on the
historic precinct within which it is located or on the specific
elements of significance as identified in this CMS.

Policy 13—The spatial qualities of First Fleet Park
including park design and visual catchment
contribute to the site’s heritage values and
therefore should be conserved as part of the park’s
ongoing use, management and any future
development strategy.
Background
The heritage significance of various elements of First
Fleet Park is identified in Section 5.0 of this CMS.
Policy 14—The heritage significance of First Fleet
Park relating to its historical layering should be
interpreted on site by appropriate methods.
Background
Interpretation of heritage places essentially reveals
long-term connections which underpin our cultural
identity. To ‘interpret’ a heritage place in its geographic
and physical setting is to bring its history to life to
increase the public’s understanding and, through this
extended understanding, to give them an enhanced
appreciation of the significance of the place.

Investigate opportunities for enhancing historical layering
and social values through interpretive measures as well as
the rehabilitation of natural elements (lawn, garden beds
and plantings) and layout infrastructure. These issues
would be addressed holistically by the Landscape and
Interpretation Masterplan – an integration of landscape and
environmental design and interpretation opportunities
based on heritage significance.

An important objective of the conservation management of
First Fleet Park is to ‘tell the story’ of the site’s history and
heritage to make the values of its cultural significance
physically, intellectually and/or emotively accessible to the
public.
Ensure that introduction of new elements associated with
interpretation measures does not impede the ability to tell
the story of the site.
Prepare an interpretation strategy that is informed by the
place’s heritage values and which employs an appropriate
range of media and inclusion of physical interpretation of
the site’s physical fabric.
Interpretation programs should provide equitable physical,
spiritual and intellectual access to the cultural significance
of First Fleet Park.
In making significance accessible, the Foreshore Authority
should take into account the policies and guidelines
contained within the ICOMOS International Cultural Tourism
Charter.
Interpretation at First Fleet Park should take into account all
periods of development and occupation in the context of the
history of The Rocks area under the management of the
Foreshore Authority and be presented in an accurate and
insightful manner.

Ongoing maintenance management
Policy 15—Significant heritage elements of First
Fleet Park should be maintained by the
implementation of the maintenance program
outlined in Section 8.3. As a required minimum,

Landscaped elements and services should be subject to
continuing care and cyclic maintenance by the Foreshore
Authority in compliance with existing management policy
documents.
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the ongoing maintenance at First Fleet Park should
include works that will ensure that identified
heritage elements retain their current levels of
significance and not allow the loss of significance
due to deterioration.
Background
Built elements in First Fleet Park such as kerbing,
pathways and walling as well as park furniture will
deteriorate due to the effects of age, lack of
maintenance, weather, vegetation incursion and use.
Garden beds and lawns need to be maintained to keep
on top of weeds and overgrowth.
To ensure the ongoing conservation of significant
building fabric, a regular maintenance schedule should
be implemented which provides for regular inspection
and for remedial action to be taken where necessary.

In addition to regular maintenance activities, prompt
preventive action and repair should be taken as necessary.
Inspection and maintenance works should only be
conducted by those with professional knowledge and
demonstrated experience with buildings and materials of
this nature.
No maintenance work or repairs should negatively impact
on identified heritage values of significance.
Establish an integrated GIS-based archaeological
maintenance and service database to guide future works
(including services).

New Work Policies
Policy 16—The introduction of new elements
should be undertaken in such a manner that it does
not result in a lessening of the cultural significance
of the place.
Background
Because of the significance and physical constraints of
First Fleet Park, scope for new development is limited.
In general, the space should remain public open space,
and no buildings or structures should be erected,
except minor additions for services.
Within the general principles outlined in this CMS,
some alterations to existing elements could occur and
additional elements could be absorbed without
significant impact to the heritage values of place.
Policy 17—The extension or alteration of existing
services in First Fleet Park is acceptable in the
context of re-use, but should not have a
detrimental impact on the significance of the
space, or the archaeological resource as a whole.
Background
First Fleet Park has a complex subsurface service
infrastructure which needs to be carefully managed in
order to avoid impact on the identified heritage values
of significance.

Any new element should aim to enhance the heritage values
of the place. These could reflect the footprint of earlier
demolished buildings and the significant archaeological
resource (see Section 6.2, ‘Specific Opportunities’).
An archival photographic record should be made prior to,
during, and immediately after any future upgrading or
conservation works and should be lodged with the
Foreshore Authority.
New landscaped elements, for example garden beds or
hedges, are considered to be generally in keeping with the
sense of place, and are contributory elements to the
parkland character.

Any proposed upgrading of services should be carefully
planned. The preparation of schematic layouts is not
sufficient: service routes must be planned so as not to
damage the significant fabric or disrupt significant spaces.
Consideration of the design and placement of older vents
and service access features (masonry ‘box’ features and
palm grove vent) should be prioritised.
Areas that have been subject to negative impact in the past,
such as the grounds around service access points, should
be rehabilitated.
Any upgrading of services is subject to the approval
process imposed by the Foreshore Authority.
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Policy 18—External signage and lighting should be
in harmony with the overall character of the place
and complement the historic character of the
Rocks and foreshore precincts. All signage should
be consistent with the Foreshore Authority’s
signage policy where relevant.
Background
Signage and external lighting, however, should have no
adverse impact on the overall character of place.
Policy 19—Any proposed work to First Fleet Park
will fully comply with all the relevant Foreshore
Authority policies applicable to development in The
Rocks.

Signage should be minimised. However, if required, signage
should be designed to respect and enhance the appearance
of the space.
Signs on the individual building components should be
discreet and complementary in terms of colour, material,
proportion, positioning and font.
Signs should be harmoniously integrated with spatial
design of the park and should not obscure or damage
significant views or elements.
In addition to the Foreshore Authority policies for lighting
and signage as presented in this section, all new work will
comply with the policies for disabled access,
telecommunications, and commercial outdoor seating.

Background
In addition to specific requirements for new work as
presented in this section, all new work has to comply
with other relevant Foreshore Authority Planning
Policies to assure grant of consent to the proposal.
Policy 20—Old fabric and elements should be
replaced or upgraded with environmentally friendly
materials, as the opportunity arises.

Lighting should use upgraded technology, such as the use
of energy-efficient LED detail.
Paving within the park can be designed to ensure maximum
water infiltration, reducing runoff into the harbour.

Background
In line with new policy development around
environmental sensitivity strategies, environmental
sustainability is integral to any new works or future
proposed design and development of First Fleet Park.

Future redesign of the park should consider innovative
water recycling and stormwater management systems.

Policy 21—Approaches to compliance with the
DDA Act should focus on responding to the spirit
and intent of the ordinances if strict compliance
would adversely affect the heritage values of place.

Undertake urgent stabilisation and works in compliance
with all DDA and OH&S codes as well as compliance with
the Heritage Act insofar as archaeological relics are
affected.

Background
Whilst there is already a high level of DDA compliance
in place at First Fleet Park in the form of park access
from Circular Quay promenade, future development
would need to be cognisant of DDA compliance.

Future DDA compliance also presents development
opportunities for the site, particularly if terracing/ramping
from George Street is incorporated into future design
composition.
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Archaeological Resources
Policy 22—A targeted conservation planning
document should address issues arising from the
archaeological resource at First Fleet Park,
including best-practice management of this
resource (refer to Policy 12).
Background
An AMP would facilitate ongoing maintenance and
development activity in a manner that minimises or
eliminates damage to the significant archaeological
resource at First Fleet Park.

The Foreshore Authority should commission an updated
AMP.

Policy 23—Appropriate permits should be sought
from the NSW Heritage Council prior to the
commencement of ground disturbance works on
the site. At a minimum, ground disturbance in
these areas should be monitored by a qualified
archaeologist. In some circumstances, the works
will need to be preceded by open-area
archaeological excavation.

Assess all proposed uses of First Fleet Park, including all
service maintenance and installations, against the
archaeological resource identified in this CMS or a future
AMP, as recommended.

Background
This report identifies potential for the survival of
archaeological relics at the site. If relics survive then
they would be of Exceptional significance.
The Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) (the Heritage Act)
protects archaeological relics. Excavation that may
result in relics being disturbed or destroyed requires an
excavation permit unless the works are covered by an
exemption.
Policy 24—Any potential archaeological relics on
the site should be conserved in accordance with
the requirements of the Heritage Act and their
heritage significance. Their potential for
interpretation should be considered.
Background
The Heritage Act protects archaeological relics. Relics
exposed by archaeological excavation may need to be
retained in situ. This usually depends on their
significance and their ability to ‘tell the story’ of the site.
In any event, relics will need to be appropriately
excavated, documented and conserved should any be
exposed on the site.

Adopt a cautious approach when proposing new works in
relation to the potential archaeological resource within the
site.
Assess all potential archaeological impacts prior to works,
guided by the findings of this CMS.

Wherever possible, works to the site should avoid ground
disturbance.
In the event that archaeological material is discovered
during any works on the site, work shall immediately cease
in the affected area and the Foreshore Authority will be
contacted for advice.
All archaeological remains must be managed in accordance
with any approval issued by the Foreshore Authority or the
Heritage Council of NSW.
Where remains have been exposed by excavation,
consideration should be given to their retention in situ.
Early negotiations should commence with relevant
authorities regarding the long-term curation and storage of
material recovered during excavation.
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The conservation of any archaeological remains exposed by
excavation at the site must be guided by their potential to
‘tell the story’ of the site and The Rocks.
Consideration must be given to the potential for
interpretation measures including in-situ retention, signage,
guided tours, media releases and information leaflets.
Policy 25— Any Aboriginal ‘objects’ exposed at the
site must be conserved in accordance with the
provisions of the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1974 (NSW) (NPW Act), in consultation with
Aboriginal community representatives.

In the event that Aboriginal cultural heritage is exposed
during works on the site, work shall immediately cease in
the affected area and the Foreshore Authority and the NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Service will be contacted for
advice. Appropriate consultation with Aboriginal
community representatives must be initiated.

Background
Sites of prehistoric archaeological potential are
protected under the NPW Act.

Should disturbance of exposed Aboriginal objects be
necessary, an application under Section 90 of the NPW Act
will be required. Appropriate Aboriginal community
consultation must accompany the preparation of the
application.
Appropriate consultation should commence with relevant
authorities and Aboriginal community representatives
regarding the long-term curation and storage of cultural
material exposed during excavation.

7.2 Key Opportunities for Interpretation
•

First contact site between Cadigal and First Fleeters.

•

Historical archaeological resource:
−

Original alignment of George Street including Isaac Nichols’s (first post office) and
Mary Reiby’s buildings.

−

Original ‘public open space’ (ie marketplace) at intersection of George Street and
wharf (triangular configuration).

−

Commissariat Stores.

•

Commercial development of wharf/Circular Quay West (first wharf – Hospital, then Queens).

•

Original MSB parkland composition and design (eg second staircase).

7.3 Summary of Key Policies
The key policies contained in this CMS are broad-brush in nature, with a focus of this CMS’s being
the verification of heritage values. The CMS has included the identification of heritage values
previously overlooked. Key policies provide guidelines for future usage and broad conservation
recommendations to enhance public identification of First Fleet Park as a symbolic and important
place, rather than a ‘passing-though’ space. The policies provide rationale for the removal of
intrusive elements as well as for a co-ordinated GIS database system (a recommendation
applicable to The Rocks as a whole) for the recording and maintenance of subsurface features
(services and archaeology) and for the upgrading of the park to reflect historical layering through
the use of environmentally sustainable initiatives.
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The main recommendation in terms of policy would be for the Foreshore Authority to nominate First
Fleet Park for listing on the NSW State Heritage Register (SHR).
The assessment of First Fleet Park’s heritage values and its current physical condition have also
highlighted the need for further specialist input in the form of a Landscape and Interpretation
Masterplan and an Archaeological Management Plan.
Specific conservation policy implementation recommendations are outlined in Section 8.
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8.0 Implementation
This Conservation Management Strategy (CMS) has been prepared to provide guidelines for the
conservation, re-use, interpretation and management of First Fleet Park and to ensure that the heritage
value of the place is maintained and enhanced. This section sets out the implementation guidelines for
the policies, including a list of management issues and a list of exemptions that can be endorsed by the
NSW Heritage Council which will not require further reference for approval.

8.1 Conservation Planning Requirements
First Fleet Park is a highly significant site with a rich collage of heritage values in the form of cultural
landscape elements, a rare unique archaeological resource and social values. High potential exists for
future site usage in a manner which is both sympathetic and complementary to the heritage values
identified and for creative local engagement through conservation and understanding of the site as an
‘evolving community resource’.
As noted in Policy 1, it is recommended that the Foreshore Authority nominate First Fleet Park
for listing on the NSW State Heritage Register (SHR).
This CMS is a broad-brush document that provides general policy guidelines. It has identified issues
arising from the assessment of First Fleet Park’s heritage values and its current physical condition that
require further specialist input. It is therefore recommended that the following conservation planning
documents be prepared:
Archaeological Management Plan (AMP)
The AMP is a technical document that consolidates the findings from previous archaeological
investigations and the results of the remote-sensing survey (from this CMS) to provide specific policies
for the management of the archaeological resource at First Fleet Park.
The AMP is designed to identify areas that have potential or known archaeological remains, as well as
the subsurface service network, and facilitate ongoing maintenance and development activity in the
study area in a manner that minimises or eliminates damage to its archaeological heritage values.
The AMP would inform the following Landscape and Interpretation Masterplan (LIM) to ensure that the
highly significant archaeological resource is interpreted in the future development of the site.
Landscape and Interpretation Masterplan (LIM)
The LIM would address the design and landscape management of the park, identify capacity for change
and provide input to the type of upgrade required with regard to future design for the park. An integrated
interpretation strategy provides guidelines for strategic ‘interventions’ linking design to the heritage
values of the place and would discuss interpretive themes and devices in detail. Appropriate interpretive
media for the site might include (subject to further investigation):
•

signage incorporating words and pictures;

•

interpretive landscaping, including hard landscape elements to delineate the extent of previous
structures;

•

‘reconciliation’ opportunities, identified in association with Aboriginal consultation, may also be
addressed within the scope of the LIM;
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•

specific ‘green’ strategies in terms of the integration of environmental design initiatives;

•

public art installations that tell the story/reflect upon the of the development of Sydney Cove and
Circular Quay West.

8.2 Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Standards that need to be addressed to assure the compliance of First Fleet Park with the minimum
standards of maintenance and repair as defined by the NSW Heritage Council are those for inspection,
essential maintenance and repair, weather protection, fire protection and security. The following works
need to be undertaken:
Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair for First Fleet Park
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: INSPECTION
The park must be inspected annually to identify maintenance and repairs that are needed to ensure compliance with
Section 119 of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW).
The inspection is to be carried out by a person with expertise and experience appropriate to the nature of the item
concerned.
The park should be regularly inspected to check for the potential presence of fauna or vermin, including termites and
rodents.
The landscaped areas (planting beds and green) should be regularly inspected to check for the presence of weeds and
invasive species.
The park should be regularly inspected for vandalism, including plantings removal, graffiti, or destruction or removal of
features of the park including memorials and monuments.
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: ESSENTIAL MAINTENANCE/UPKEEP
Essential maintenance and repair of the built features of the parkland (being maintenance and repair necessary to
prevent serious or irreparable damage or deterioration) must be carried out whenever necessary.
Essential maintenance and repair includes:
(a) taking measures (including annual inspection) to control pests such as termites, rodents, birds and other vermin;
(b) taking measures to ensure that all footpaths/paving, kerbing, benches, and all other infrastructure are kept in good
condition,
(c) ensuring that boundary walls (sandstone and brick) and staircases are well maintained;
(d) taking measures to ensure that monuments and memorials are maintained in good condition; and
(e) taking measures to maintain a stable environment for in-situ archaeological relics.
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: LANDSCAPING AND WEATHER PROTECTION
Grounds must be maintained at a reasonable level of protection against damage or deterioration due to weather. This
includes:
Ensuring ground has a well-maintained drainage system and erosion is prevented.
Surface and subsurface drainage systems must be maintained and repaired (including being cleaned and secured) to
ensure a reasonable level of protection against damage or deterioration due to weather.
There are opportunities for run-off capture and re-use (refer to Policy 20 in Section 7 for guidelines on environmental
sustainability).
All built features of the park (including walls, stairs, kerbing, paving, benches, monuments and memorials) must be
maintained and repaired at least annually to ensure a reasonable level of protection against damage or deterioration due
to weather.
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Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair for First Fleet Park
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: FIRE PROTECTION
Rubbish and any other material that could create a fire hazard is to be removed and not permitted to accumulate.
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: SECURITY
Surveillance systems appropriate to the nature and location of the park must be checked annually and maintained to
secure and prevent vandalism of the site.

8.3 Schedule of Conservation Works
Fabric condition ratings in this report use the following table:
Condition Ratings

Description

5

Excellent

Element has no defects and/or landscaped grounds are well maintained. Condition and
appearance are as new/have integrity.

4

Good

Minor or superficial signs of deterioration to finishes or landscaped spaces, but does not require
major maintenance or rehabilitation/re-landscaping. No major defects exist.

3

Fair

Average condition of elements. Deteriorated surfaces require attention. Services are functional
but require attention. Deferred maintenance work exists.

2

Poor

Grounds or elements have deteriorated badly. General appearance is poor with erosion or
overgrowth problematic. Elements are defective, services are frequently failing, significant
number of major defects exist.

1

Very poor

Element has failed, or grounds have been severely degraded.

The following schedule of conservation works describes corrective works that should be implemented to
preserve the significant elements and spaces of First Fleet Park. There is only one identified ‘urgent
work’ as listed below:
Schedule of Urgent Conservation Works
Space/Item

Condition

Significance
Level

Action/Treatment

Lawn/grounds

Good to very
poor

High

Rehabilitation and re-sodding of heavily impacted areas
along pedestrian paths and surrounding existing service
access points.

Services

Unknown

Low

Consideration of the design and placement of older
vents and service access points (eg masonry ‘box’
features and palm grove vent) should be prioritised.
Sewage vent to be redesigned and relocated if possible,
particularly if palm tree grove is to be removed (see
schedule below).

However, the non-urgent works identified below involve reversing unsympathetic modifications or
resulting effects from change in use. These could be undertaken when the opportunity arises.
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Schedule of Other Conservation Works
Space/Item

Condition

Significance
Level

Action/Treatment

Cabbage palm grove

Good

Low

Removal/replacement of cabbage palms to open up
visual linkage between George Street (The Rocks),
Circular Quay (Sydney Cove) and the former public hall
entry to the MCA building.

Peppercorn tree ‘screen’

Good

Moderate

Pruning and removal of branches, or removal of one [1]
entire tree in order to open up visual catchment between
Circular Quay and George Street.

Sandstone mortar ‘boxes’
(associated sewer
features) along pathway

Fair

Low

Removal, if possible.

Service access points
and covers

Fair – service
covers

Low

The service covers themselves are in fair condition but
have a negative impact upon the aesthetic qualities of
the park.

Poor –
surrounding
green

Call for proposals should be promulgated for creative
ways for either a) disguising service access points
through landscape design (hedges, plantings), or b)
public art interventions. The latter may comprise a more
formalised redevelopment/redesign of the site.
Rehabilitation of lawn/grass surrounding access points is
critical (see ‘Schedule of Urgent Conservation Works’).

8.4 Ongoing Maintenance
Ongoing maintenance refers to cyclical landscaping and park infrastructure upkeep that should be
implemented by the Foreshore Authority as part of the process of ongoing management of First Fleet
Park.
The heritage elements of First Fleet Park are instrumental in shaping the character of its cultural
landscape—from aesthetic enhancement through cultural plantings and landscape management, to
defining view corridors and vistas. However, the detrimental effects of revegetation on built heritage,
archaeological relics and landscape definition must also be considered. Generally, natural heritage
values should be conserved ‘consistent with their significance and in balance with conservation and
interpretation of the cultural landscape’.
The following management and maintenance recommendations specifically address the identified
cultural heritage values:
•

Horticultural/arboricultural advice must be sought on tree health and identification on
pruning/clearing to best enhance significant heritage values of the site, including view corridors and
vistas. A survey of all trees and garden bed species should be undertaken and updated as
required.

•

A gardening management plan should be reviewed annually by the Foreshore Authority.

•

A cyclical maintenance and management audit should be undertaken every five years. This would
include an updated inventory and development of a management schedule for park infrastructure
and landscape elements.
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Ground-penetrating radar survey report, June 2009

Ground-penetrating Radar Survey
at First Fleet Park,
Circular Quay, Sydney
For Godden Mackay Logan Heritage Consultants (GML) &
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (SHFA)

Figure 1: Outline of a GPR grid in front of the Museum of Contemporary Art

Till Sonnemann
Michelle Jane Lau
June 2009
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Executive Summary
The heritage consultant Godden Mackay Logan (GML) was commissioned by the
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (SHFA) to prepare a report on existing research
and documentation of the archaeological and historical level of significance of First
Fleet Park to allow future management and interpretation of the historical site. Within
this plan we were subcontracted to survey the site with ground-penetrating radar to
ascertain the likely archaeological resource and service constrains under First Fleet
Park.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) surveys were conducted on the site on Thursday,
June 11, 2009, Friday, June 12, 2009, and Monday, June 15, 2009. A total of 13 grids
were surveyed with the GPR which covered a total area of approximately 7700 m2.

Summary of Results
Large subsurface features in the southern part of First Fleet Park have been detected,
but do not present clear archaeological evidence. Most linear features are presumed
modern service features; some of them are visible above ground. Rectangular but
weak anomalies have been detected below the front lawn of the Museum of
Contemporary Art where the foundations of a warehouse built in 1812 are expected.
The regained waterfront has been built on reinforced concrete. As the radar signal was
totally reflected by metal, it was not able to detect anything beneath it.
The GPR was set up to measure to a depth of about 1.5 meters. Below the depth of
1.50 m, and at some sites even below one meter the signal dissipates rapidly and
interpretation of results below this depth is difficult. The unexpected shallow
penetration depth made detection of archaeological remains at the site complicated, as
most historic foundations start below this depth. Nevertheless, several features appear
that could be in alignment with buried foundations.
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The Brief
Godden Mackay Logan (GML) was commissioned by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority (SHFA) to prepare a report on existing research and documentation of the
archaeological and historical level of significance of First Fleet Park to allow future
management and interpretation of the historical site. Within this plan we were
commissioned as subcontractors to survey the site with ground-penetrating radar
(GPR) to ascertain the likely archaeological resource and service constrains under First
Fleet Park.

Figure 2: The area of interest is located around the Museum of Contemporary Art; here
visible on an aerial photo (left) and the intended survey area on a recent map.

The precise area to be surveyed on each site was defined in consultation on site with
Erin Finnegan of GML and Wayne Johnson of SHFA.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) surveys were conducted on the site on Thursday,
June 11, 2009, Friday, June 12, 2009, and Monday, June 15, 2009. A total of 13 grids
were surveyed with the GPR which covered a total area of approximately 7700 m2.

Ground-penetrating Radar Survey at First Fleet Park, Circular Quay, Sydney

Introduction to Ground Penetrating Radar
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is a non-destructive and non-intrusive geophysical
survey method widely used in archaeological prospection to locate and indicate the
depth of subsurface features, such as building foundations, buried structures and
service lines.
The GPR instrument consists of an antenna and a
processing unit. The antenna is placed in a small cart
and slides over the ground sending every few
centimetres an electromagnetic signal into the
subsurface. Whenever the signal arrives at a layer or an
object of different electromagnetic character compared
to the layer before, part of the signal is reflected and
sent back (Snell’s law). The signal is received by a
second antenna and the time elapsed (travel time) is
measured in nanoseconds [ns], while the velocity for
electromagnetic signals is displayed in meters/
nanoseconds [m/ns].
The sum of all transmitted signals of one survey line is
called radargram. With knowledge of the composition of
Figure 3: GPR unit in use
the subsurface (i.e. dry concrete, dry sand ~ 0.15 [m/ns],
wet sand ~ 0.055 [m/ns]) the travel time can be translated into depth of the object from
which the signal has been reflected, which allows the creation of an electromagnetic
image of the subsurface. In this study 10ns correspond to approximately 0.6 – 0.8
metres depth. In this report depth is given in cm.
The depth and resolution of the survey depends on the ground composition and the
antenna type used. For archaeological prospection a frequency range of 250-500 MHz
antenna is normally used. The survey was carried out using a 250 MHz and a 500 MHz
shielded antenna on a Malå GPR system.
To survey an area a grid is set up, and the GPR is
run over in parallel lines with a spacing of usually
0.5 m, a process analogous to lawn mowing, to
cover the total area. Grids have to be a certain size
to make the results interpretable (should not be
smaller than 5 m by 5 m), so the goal is to make
the grids as large as possible with minimum
obstacles in the path of the GPR.

Figure 4: GPR grid outline

Using the travel time/depth information, computer programs can include the data from
each line in a grid and produce a travel time- and therefore depth-dependent threedimensional map of the area. The map can be viewed as horizontal slices, layer by
layer defined by the depth, known as time-slices.
Special GPR 3D visualisation software, GPR-Slice was used to produce the time-slices
shown in this report. To give an overview of the findings of the site, time-slices of 50
cm, 100 cm and 150 cm depth have been arranged over aerial photos and overlain
by a modern plan of the site.
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Introduction to the Site
First Fleet Park is the open area around Sydney’s Museum of Contemporary Art in the
southwest corner of Circular Quay. It is bound in the south by the Cahill Express Way,
in the west by George Street and the Museum and in the east by the waterfront
promenade. Its archaeological and historical value comes from the time it was used as
a part of the harbour. Earlier excavations revealed remains of the Commissariat house
from 1812 and storage houses on site. An excavation in the car park north of the
Museum revealed several foundations. Since it’s redevelopment it has become a
popular spot for locals and tourists.

Figure 5: The southern part of the park is a wide
open lawn.

Figure 6: The northern and eastern part is raised
over former Pitt Street, now a walkway aligned with
benches and trees

Figure 7: The east is bound by the promenade
which was built on reinforced concrete.

Figure 8: North of the museum is a car park with a
lower base than the park. It is bound to the east by
a police station.
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The GPR Survey
The complete area was surveyed in thirteen grids. Excluding areas that were left out
due to obstacles, or areas that were covered twice, a total area of approximately 7700
m2 was surveyed.
Grid
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

x
26
23
50
18
45
37
22
4
20
42
32
24
12

y
10
22
30
42
24
20
11
19
18
39
21
31
9

Area [m2]
260
506
1500
756
1080
740
242
76
360
1638
672
744
108
8682

Transects [m]
546
1035
3050
1530
2205
1517
506
156
740
3318
1376
1512
228
17719

Table 1: Total area surveyed and total distance of GPR transects produced.

For the presentation and interpretation of the results, First Fleet Park was divided into a
northern and southern part. Shown are the results from 50 cm, 100 cm, 150 cm, 200
cm and 250 cm depth. All images are oriented north. In the appendix the rest of the
time slices created in the study are displayed to give the reader the opportunity for
further investigation and more accurate depth description of the findings.
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GPR Results – Northern Part
The northern part includes the car park north of the Museum of Contemporary Art (Grid
1 and 2) and the area northeast (Grid 11 and 12) and east of the museum (Grid 10).
Grid 13 was surveyed additionally to receive data from an area in front of the museum
that had been blocked by a light installation in the earlier days of the survey. Grid 11
and 12 had to be surveyed in direction North-South to avoid too much interference with
the aligned park benches. Obstacles, such as benches and rubbish bins, which the
survey had to circumnavigate, are marked white in the grid outline and the time-slices
to avoid misinterpretation. A small monument is presented as a white circle as the area
was at least partly surveyed.
Certain anomalies are marked with white dotted lines. Metal has one characteristic that
the radar signal bounces within, sending back numerous strong return signals that
seem to come from further below. Therefore in a 3-dimensional image of the
subsurface a thin rectangular metal plate would appear as a cube. Many of the single
strong red dots that are visible in the time-slices belong to service features, for example
gully covers that strongly reflect the GPR signal.

Figure 9: First Fleet Park - Location of GPR survey grids in the northern part. Areas where the GPR was
not able to collect data well, such as benches and the circular site of a monument are marked white.
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Figure 10: First Fleet Park – Northern Part: GPR survey results, ~50 cm depth.
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Figure 11: First Fleet Park - Northern Part: GPR survey results, ~100 cm depth.
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Figure 12: First Fleet Park – Northern Part: GPR results, ~150 cm depth.
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Figure 13: First Fleet Park – Northern Part: GPR results, ~200 cm depth.
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Figure 14: First Fleet Park – Northern Part: GPR results, ~250 cm depth.
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Interpretation of Results – Northern Part

Figure 15: Radargram of Grid 10, showing an EastWest transect of the subsurface. The left side shows
the reinforced concrete at 100 cm.

The vertical view of a radargram from Grid 10 shows the reinforced concrete under the
promenade at the harbour front (0-7 m). The grassy centre (7-19 m) and the former Pitt
Street (19-23 m) show very little penetration depth, while the grassy part of the front
lawn of the Museum (23-40 m) shows a strong anomaly, probably from a refill.
Outstanding anomalies have been identified with letters in the time-slice images.
A. At 50 cm the car park shows strong comprehensive anomalies that remain only
locally at one meter depth, at 150 cm the anomalies in the north-eastern part of
the car park could be remains of the excavation, in the south-western part
probably service features from the building or the foundation of a building. We
were told that a sandstone layer was found below about 200 cm depth at the
excavation that was carried out before.
B. Very shallow feature, unlikely to be of archaeological interest.
C. Large Metal cover. Possibly connected to the strong anomaly at 150 cm depth
which could be a sewer or water runoff below the end of the park.
D. Similar to B. Small anomalies remain at 150 cm, but there is no linear feature
that would define archaeological remains.
E. At 50 cm a shallow anomaly, probably fill, as it disappears at 100 cm, but close
to the monument further below (150-250 cm) it could be structural. This
anomaly corresponds with the northern wing of the commissariat.
F. The signal reaches here into lower depth than in other areas, the subsurface is
probably softer and a larger amount of earth over the fill. With depth linear
features appear that could be the foundations of the 1812 commissariat stores,
especially in the north-western part of Grid 10. But the strong noise hinders
further interpretation.
G. Probably service lines in east to west direction. Possibly two sides of the
historical Pitt Street alignment (north to south) are visible from 100 cm depth on,
clearer in 150 cm, as they are not in alignment with the modern path. But they
are not visible in Grid 10, in front of the museums entrance; therefore they could
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H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

be artefacts appearing due to the alignment of the survey. Or the service lines
have been removed in this part.
Water runoffs at the side of the grassy area, visible on the surface.
Reinforced concrete of the promenade visible from ~ 100 cm depth.
Large linear feature in alignment with the modern walkway, therefore probably a
water runoff or other service features
In the centre of the lawn close to the promenade are several metal covers that
appear as strong anomalies in the survey
Below the car park two strong linear anomalies appear that could be the original
sandstone base.
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GPR Results – Southern Part
The southern part of the survey covers the area south of the main entrance of the
Museum of Contemporary Art. Grid 3, 4 and 5 cover the wide green in the south while
Grid 6 7 and 9 cover the area of the old Pitt Street. Those had to be done as in the
northern part in direction north-south to avoid again too much interference with the park
benches. Grid 8 was done to check the subsurface at the waterfront promenade, which
was later continued in the large Grid 10 in the North. The only large area that was left
out in the survey is the heavily vegetated part of the park directly south of the museum.

Figure 16: First Fleet Park - Southern Part: Survey grid set up. Obstacles are marked white.
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Figure 17: First Fleet Park – Southern Part: GRP survey, ~ 50 cm depth.
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Figure 18: First Fleet Park – Southern Part: GPR Survey, ~ 100 cm depth.
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Figure 19: First Fleet Park - Southern Part: GPR Survey, ~ 150 cm depth.
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Figure 20: First Fleet Park - Southern Part: GPR Survey, ~ 200 cm depth.
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Figure 21: First Fleet Park - Southern Part: GPR Survey, ~ 250 cm depth.
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Interpretation of Results – Southern Part
The eastern part of this area is dominated by the walk way on former Pitt Street. Park
benches and trees complicated smooth data collection in this part. But with the
processing of the results it turns out that there is not much visible besides a possible
former alignment of Pitt Street. The path is about 80 cm raised over the promenade at
the water front; from the shallow penetration depth it can be expected that any of the
results in this area are modern.
Within the wide lawn in the south western part of the park interpretable results could be
expected.

Figure 22: Radargram of Grid 4, showing a SouthNorth transect of the subsurface. Penetration depth is
about 100 cm to 150 cm.

Visible in the radargram (Figure 17), a survey showing a transect from south to north
from Grid 4, penetration depth ends at about 150 cm, in the north (32-46 m) at about
250 cm. The signal dissipates already below 100 cm. This could be due to backfilling of
the area with debris from former constructions. Below 150 there is only noise. Here as
well the anomalies have been identified in the images with letters.
M. At 50 cm depth the whole part of this area returns a strong signal. With
increasing depth several different anomalies appear in the northwest corner of
Grid 3. Because of their large dimension they could correspond to historic
foundations. At 200 cm and 250 cm a strong rectangular anomaly appears
which could indicate a building floor.
N. A large but shallow anomaly that ceases below 100 cm depth. Possible backfill
of an excavated pit. Weaker anomalies form a rectangle indicated with dotted
lines. At 150 cm a service line runs east to west.
O. In the shallow images 50 cm – 150 cm only small linear features are visible.
With depth a strong anomaly dominates the noise in this area, which could
indicate the southern wing of the commissariat.
P. This area is dominated by several smaller strong anomalies, but above ground
it is visibly littered with service features such as gully covers. They return strong
signals that could be misinterpreted.
Q. A large anomaly only visible in shallow depth, therefore unlikely of
archaeological value.
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R. Linear features in alignment of former Pitt Street and the modern walking path,
similarly visible in the northern part of the park. Could be older service line from
Pitt Street.
S. Fill of the raised part of the park next to promenade.
T. Reinforced concrete of the promenade
U. Besides a strong 3x4 m red anomaly further in the south which is a metallic
cover that is visible throughout all slices, there is a strong linear feature only
visible at 100 cm. Probably it is a non metallic service line. Although its large
extent and sudden end could be interpreted as a wall, its shallow depth makes
this unlikely.
V. An anomaly visible through all time slices. Probably a metallic service feature.
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Summary
Although most of the area is easily surveyable, and therefore should return useful GPR
results, the shallow penetration depth prevents a clear detection of features with
archaeological value. GPR is heavily dependent on ground composition and the survey
at First Fleet Park does not provide sufficient depth as the signal is dominated by noise
below 150 cm depth. We were told that the earlier excavation in the car park north of
the Museum revealed the original sandstone layer at approximately two meters depth.
As the car park in the North lies about one meter below the First Fleet Park, this would
indicate that due to strong noise and dissipating signal from a depth of about 150 cm,
any archaeological feature could lie in a depth that the signal can’t reach. In the area of
First Fleet Park, the fill used to provide an even surface is probably the main drawback
for the low penetration depth of the signal and the strong noise response. When the
park was constructed loads of rubble have covered the top of the surface to create an
even surface and over this a layer of earth to create the lawn. Additionally to this
saltwater intrusion could have an effect on the signal, as saltwater is highly conducting
and the park is directly next to the shore. But the sea level is about 1.5 below the
promenade, so nearly 2.5 m from the Park. And the original sandstone base would
make an intrusion unlikely as well.
Concerning the presumably modern features detected in the survey: from the large
amount of service features that are visible above ground, the detection of more service
lines than the few visible in the results was expected. But the composition of the fill
made the detection difficult.
The known foundations of the commissariat of 1812 were expected to be clearly visible
in front of the Museum of Contemporary Art. Even though rectangular features appear
at lower depth from about 150 cm depth, as they are in alignment with the modern
building, without a historical plan a clear interpretation of the result is difficult. Stronger
anomalies though do appear below 150 cm in the areas where the wings of the building
had been.
The best results were expected close to George Street in the south-eastern part of the
park, as here the modern surface is closest to the original one. While strong anomalies
were detected, the irregular alignment does not lead to conclusions about
archaeological features such as former buildings. Strong anomalies appear below 150
cm here as well, but historical and service plans are needed for an accurate
interpretation.
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Appendix

Figure 23: Grid 1 - Time Slices
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Figure 24: Grid 2 - Time Slices
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Figure 25: Grid 3 - Time Slices
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Figure 26: Grid 4 - Time Slices
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Figure 27: Grid 5 - Time Slices
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Figure 28: Grid 6 - Time Slices
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Figure 29: Grid 7 - Time Slices
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Figure 30: Grid 8 - Time Slices
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Figure 31: Grid 9 - Time Slices
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Figure 32: Grid 10 - Time Slices
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Figure 33: Grid 11 - Time Slices
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Figure 34: Grid 12 - Time Slices
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Figure 35: Grid 13 - Time Slices
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Contact Information
Till F. Sonnemann (dipl. geophys.)
85 Fowler Street
Camperdown, NSW 2050
Australia
Email: tillsonnemann@hotmail.com
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MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Major amendments to the Heritage Act 1977 passed both houses of State
Parliament and came into effect on 2 April 1999. The changes are the result of
substantial review of the NSW heritage system.
One of the changes in policy reflected in the new legislation is the establishment
of Minimum Standards. Since the original Heritage Act was passed in 1977 the
“wilful neglect” provisions had been ineffective in preventing the deterioration of
heritage items. In the twenty years of its operation there were no successful
prosecutions under this section of the Act.
The section has therefore been deleted and replaced. Owners of items listed on
the State Heritage Register are now required to ensure that heritage
significance is maintained. Owners are required to achieve minimum standards
of maintenance and repair.
The standards are set out in the Regulation, and relate to:
•
•
•
•

weatherproofing;
fire protection;
security; and
essential maintenance.

These are minimum standards to ensure that heritage significance is
maintained. They do not require owners to undertake restoration works, but
where works are needed owners may be eligible to apply for financial assistance
through the Heritage Incentives Program.
Where these standards are not met and the heritage significance of the item is in
jeopardy the Heritage Council will now have the power to order repairs after
consultation with the owner.
As a last resort, if negotiations have failed and the owner does not comply with
the order, the Heritage Council can arrange for the works to be carried out and
charge the expenses to the owner. The Minister may consent to the Heritage
Council’s prosecution of the owner for failure to comply with an order under this
section of the Act.
A copy of the Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999, extracted from the New
South Wales Government Gazette No.27, 1999, pages 1 – 9, is included for your
information.

1

What is the State Heritage Register?
Heritage places and items of particular importance to the people of New South
Wales are listed on the State Heritage Register. The Register was created in
April 1999 by amendments to the Heritage Act 1977.
The key to listing on the State Heritage Register is the level of significance. Only
those heritage items which are of state significance in NSW are listed on the
State Heritage Register.
The Register replaces the old system of permanent conservation orders as a
means of listing items of state significance
The Register forms part of the State Heritage Inventory, an electronic database
of all protected heritage items in New South Wales. To check whether an item is
listed on the Register, consult the State Heritage Inventory on the internet
through the Heritage Office home page: www.heritage.nsw.gov.au
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999
under the

Heritage Act 1977
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has made the following Regulation
under the Heritage Act 1977.
CRAIG KNOWLES, M.P.,
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning

Explanatory note
The object of this Regulation is to impose minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and repair of
buildings, works and relics that are listed on the State Heritage Register or within a precinct that is listed on
that Register.
This Regulation is made under the Heritage Act 1977, including sections 118 (as substituted by the Heritage
Amendment Act 1998) and 165 (the general regulation-making power).
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999

Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999
1

Name of Regulation
This Regulation is the Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999.

2

Commencement
This Regulation commences on 2 April 1999.

3

Amendment of Heritage Regulation 1993
The Heritage Regulation 1993 is amended as set out in Schedule 1.

4

Notes

The explanatory note does not form part of this Regulation.
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999
Amendments

Schedule 1

Schedule 1 Amendments
(Clause 3)

[1]

Part 1, heading

Insert before clause 1:

Part 1 Preliminary
[2]

Clause 3 Interpretation

Insert at the end of clause 3:
(3)

[31

Notes in the text of this Regulation do not form part of this Regulation.

Part 2, heading

Insert before clause 4:

Part 2
[4]

Fees and forms

Part 3

Insert after clause 9:

Part 3

Minimum standards of maintenance and repair

9A Minimum standards imposed

Pursuant to section 118 of the Act, the standards set out in this Part are imposed as
minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and repair of a building, work or relic
that is listed or within a precinct that is listed on the State Heritage Register.
Note. Section 119 of the Act requires the owner of the building, work or relic to ensure that it is maintained
and repaired to standards that are not less than the minimum standards imposed by this Part. Nothing in
this Part affects any requirement for the approval under Part 4 of the Act of any aspect of maintenance or
repair.
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Amendments

9B Inspection
(1)

The building, work or relic, and its curtilage or site, must be inspected to identify maintenance and
repairs that are needed to ensure compliance with section 119 of the Act in respect of the standards
set out in clauses 9C-9H.

(2)

The inspection must be carried out at least once every 12 months in the case of the standards set out
in clauses 9C-9G and at least once every 3 years in the case of the standards set out in clause 9H.
Note. The maintenance and repair requirements of section 119 of the Act are ongoing and are not limited to matters
identified by an inspection carded out for the purposes of this clause.

(3)

The inspection is to be carried out by a person with expertise and experience appropriate to the nature
of the item concerned.

(4)

In the case of a relic kept in a repository or as part of a collection, the inspection is to extend to the
conditions under which the relic is kept.

(5)

In the case of a relic that is attached to or forms part of land, the inspection is to include an
assessment of the stability of the site of the relic.

9C

Weather protection

(1)

The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired (including by being
cleaned and secured) when and to the standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of protection
for the building, work or relic, and its curtilage or site, against damage or deterioration due to weather:
(a)

surface and sub-surface drainage systems,

(b)

roof drainage systems, including gutters, rainwater heads, downpipes and stormwater drainage
systems,

(c)

water storages, dams, ponds, retention basins, watercourses, batters, levee banks, sea-walls
and other flood and erosion mitigation measures,
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(2)

(3)

Schedule 1

(d)

roofs, walls, doors and windows (including the glass components of doors and windows) and
other components intended to exclude sun, rain, wind, hail, snow or other weather elements,
including their security against the effects of high winds;

(e)

systems or components which might be at risk of damage or dislodgment by high winds,
including damage by falling trees and branches, tidal inundation or wave action;

(f)

systems and components such as damp proof courses, flashings, ventilation systems and
other measures intended to prevent the ingress of water or dampness or to reduce its effects;

(g)

lightning conductors;

(h)

any other system or component designed to protect the building, work or relic or its curtilage or
site against damage or deterioration due to weather.

Doors and windows of a building may, as an alternative to being repaired, be boarded up, but only:
(a)

if the building is unoccupied, or

(b)

as a short term measure pending repair.

If an opening to a building is designed or intended to have a door, window or other closure in place and
does not have the door, window or other closure in place, the opening must be boarded up.

9D Fire protection
(1)

Vegetation, rubbish and any other material that could create a fire hazard for the building, work or relic
is to be removed and not permitted to accumulate.
Note. Vegetation and other items can be of heritage significance, and their removal may require the approval of the
Heritage Council or the local council.
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Amendments

The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired when and to the
standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of protection for the building, work or relic against
damage or destruction by fire:
(a)

lightning conductors,

(b)

fire detection and control systems, including smoke and beat detectors and fire sprinkler
systems and including associated alarm and communication systems,

(c)

stores of inflammable materials or rubbish,

(d)

building services such as electricity, gas and heating systems,

(c)

any other system or component. designed to protect the building, work or relic from damage or
destruction by fire.

9E Additional fire protection for unoccupied buildings
(1)

The following additional fire protection measures must be taken for the protection of a building that is
to be unoccupied for a continuous period of 60 days or more:
(a)

heating or gas services must be shut down, gas or oil supply to those services must be turned
off at the mains or other point of connection to supply, and portable gas or oil storages must be
removed,

(b)

permanent or temporary smoke detection systems must be installed with associated
communication systems connected to the Fire Brigade and, if the building will be unoccupied for
a period of 6 months or more, provided with a permanent power supply.

(2)

This clause does not apply to any outbuilding within the curtilage or site of a building unless the
outbuilding has been constructed or adapted for use as a dwelling.

(3)

The use of a building for storage of goods or materials does not constitute occupation of the building
for the purposes of this clause if the building ordinarily has another use or is a building of a kind not
ordinarily used for storage.
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9F Security
(1)

Fencing or surveillance systems appropriate to the nature and location of the building, work or relic
must be installed to secure it and its site and prevent vandalism.

(2)

The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired when and to the
standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of security for the building, work or relic:

(3)

(4)

(a)

boundary and internal fences and gates, including associated locking mechanisms,

(b)

in the case of a building, the walls, roof and other building elements, doors, windows and other
closures, including glazing and associated locking and latching mechanisms,

(c)

any electronic surveillance or alarm system installed on the site,

(d)

any other system or component designed to ensure the security of the building, work or relic.

Doors and windows of a building may, as an alternative to being repaired, be boarded up, but only:
(a)

if the building is unoccupied, or

(b)

as a short term measure pending repair.

If an opening to a building is designed or intended to have a door, window or other closure in p lace
and does not have the door, window or other closure in place, the opening must be boarded up.

9G Additional security measures for unoccupied buildings
(1)

The following additional security measures must be taken for the protection of a building that is to be
unoccupied for a continuous period of 60 days or more:
(a)

if an electronic surveillance or alarm-system is installed, the system must be connected to a
Police Station or a commercial security provider,
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if no electronic surveillance or alarm system is installed, arrangements must be in place for
regular surveillance of the building, work or relic, as appropriate to its nature and location.

(2)

This clause does not apply to any outbuilding within the curtilage or site of a building unless the
outbuilding has been constructed or adapted for use as a dwelling.

(3)

The use of a building for storage of goods or materials does not constitute occupation of the building
for the purposes of this clause if the building ordinarily has another use or is a building of a kind not
ordinarily used for storage.

9H Essential maintenance and repair
(1)

Essential maintenance and repair of a building, work or relic (being maintenance and repair necessary
to prevent serious or irreparable damage or deterioration) must be carried out whenever necessary.

(2)

Essential maintenance and repair includes:

(3)

(a)

the taking of measures (Including inspection) to control pests such as termites, rodents, birds
and other vermin, and

(b)

the taking of measures to maintain a stable environment for in-situ archaeological relics.

The requirement for essential maintenance and repair extends to (but is not limited to) the following:
(a)

foundations, footings and supporting structure of any building, work or relic,

(b)

structural elements such as walls, columns, beams, floors, roofs and roof structures, and
verandah or balcony structures,

(c)

exterior and interior finishes and details,

(d)

systems and components (such as ventilators or ventilation systems) intended to reduce or
prevent damage due to dampness,
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(e)

fixtures, fittings and moveable objects attached to the building, work or relic, or to its curtilage or
site,

(f)

landscape elements on the site of and associated with the building, work or relic, including
vegetation, garden walls, paths, fences, statuary, ornaments and the like.

9I Conservation management plans
(1)

A conservation management plan is a plan prepared by
the owner of a building, work or relic for the
conservation of the building, work or relic.

(2)

A conservation management plan endorsed by the
Heritage Council for a building, work or relic may:

[5]

(a)

provide that a standard set out in this Part does not apply to the building. work or relic (in which
case the standard does not apply to it), or

(b)

impose additional standards of maintenance and repair for the building, work or relic (in which
case those standards are imposed as minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and
repair of the building, work or relic, in addition to those set out In this Part).

Part 4, heading

Insert before clause 10:
Part 4

Miscellaneous
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